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EuropeanȱspinȬoffsȱ
Origin,ȱvalueȱcreation,ȱandȱlongȬtermȱperformanceȱ

ȱ
ȱ
ȱ

Abstractȱ
ȱ

Thisȱpaperȱ testsȱ theȱ empiricalȱ validityȱ ofȱ theoreticalȱpredictionsȱ onȱ corporateȱ spinȬoffsȱ

motivationsȱandȱexȬpostȱperformance.ȱUsingȱaȱuniqueȱdataȱsetȱofȱcompletedȱspinoffsȱ inȱ

twelveȱEuropeanȱ countriesȱweȱ showȱ thatȱ spinȬoffȱdecisionsȱ areȱ frequentlyȱ triggeredȱbyȱ

firm’sȱgovernanceȱchanges,ȱsuchȱasȱtheȱappointmentȱofȱaȱnewȱCEOȱorȱaȱtakeoverȱthreat.ȱȱ

PostȬtransactionȱlongȬrunȱstockȱreturnsȱandȱoperatingȱperformanceȱareȱobservedȱforȱspinȬ

offȱ firmsȱonly,ȱandȱmostlyȱ forȱ internallyȬgrownȱbusinessȱunitsȱandȱparentȬrelatedȱ (nonȬ

focusing)ȱsubsidiaries.ȱWeȱfindȱnoȱevidenceȱthatȱpostȬspinȬoffȱmergersȱofȱeitherȱparentsȱorȱ

subsidiariesȱ enhanceȱ longȬtermȱ performance,ȱ orȱ thatȱ focusȬincreasingȱ spinȬoffsȱ leadȱ toȱ

efficiencyȱimprovements.ȱȱ

ȱ
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ȱ
«ȱTheoretically,ȱspinȬoffsȱshouldȱnotȱworkȱ....ȱȱ
Still,ȱonȱtheȱwhole,ȱrestlessȱchiefȱexecutivesȱwouldȱ
doȱ wellȱ toȱ keepȱ theirȱ chequeȱ booksȱ closedȱ andȱ
examineȱ spinningȬoff,ȱ ratherȱ thanȱ addingȱ to,ȱ
imperialȱoutpostsȱ».ȱȱ

ȱ
FinancialȱTimesȱLexȱColumn,ȱAprilȱ25thȱ2005.ȱȱ

ȱ
I. INTRODUCTIONȱȱ

ȱAȱspinȬoffȱ isȱoneȱofȱseveralȱ toolsȱ forȱassetȱredeploymentȱandȱ firm’sȱrestructuring.ȱ

Someȱ spinȬoffsȱ areȱ theȱ reverseȱ ofȱ previousȱmergers,ȱ butȱmoreȱ frequentlyȱ anȱ internallyȱ

grownȱbusinessȱunitȱisȱspunȱoffȱasȱaȱseparateȱpubliclyȱtradedȱfirm.ȱFromȱaȱlegalȱpointȱofȱ

view,ȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ isȱ aȱproȬrataȱdistributionȱ ofȱ subsidiaryȱ sharesȱ toȱparentȬfirm’sȱ existingȱ

shareholders,ȱandȱoftenȱ itȱ isȱaȱnonȬtaxableȱ transactionȱ forȱ theȱparentȱ corporation.ȱWhatȱ

distinguishesȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ fromȱotherȱ typesȱofȱassetȱ redeploymentȱ (e.g.ȱ equityȱ carveȬouts,ȱ

assetȱ sales)ȱ isȱ thatȱ theyȱ doȱ notȱ provideȱ aȱ cashȱ inflowȱ toȱ eitherȱ theȱ parentȬfirmȱ orȱ theȱ

subsidiaryȬfirm.ȱ Theȱ absenceȱ ofȱ externalȱ financingȱ andȱ taxes,ȱ makeȱ spinȬoffsȱ anȱ

interestingȱcorporateȱtransactionȱtoȱanalyzeȱtheȱdeterminantsȱandȱtheȱeconomicȱeffectsȱofȱ

decisionsȱthatȱalterȱtheȱscopeȱofȱtheȱfirm.ȱȱ

ThereȱisȱaȱlargeȱempiricalȱliteratureȱonȱspinȬoffs,ȱprimarilyȱbasedȱonȱUSȱdata.ȱManyȱ

studiesȱhaveȱdocumentedȱ theȱparentȬfirmȱpositiveȱ stockȱpriceȱeffectȱassociatedȱwithȱ theȱ

announcementȱofȱspinȬoffs.1ȱMoreȱcontroversialȱisȱtheȱissueȱofȱwhetherȱspinȬoffsȱproduceȱ

exȬpostȱperformanceȱ improvement,ȱandȱ theȱ channelsȱ throughȱwhichȱ longȬtermȱvalueȱ isȱ

created.ȱCusatis,ȱMilesȱandȱWoolridgeȱ(1993)ȱpresentȱevidenceȱofȱabnormalȱstockȱreturnsȱ

forȱparentsȱandȱsubsidiariesȱwhichȱareȱmergedȱorȱacquiredȱafterȱtheȱspinȬoff.ȱSomeȱstudiesȱ

failȱtoȱfindȱpostȱspinȬoffȱimprovementȱinȱoperatingȱperformanceȱ(e.g.ȱMichaelyȱandȱShawȱ

(1995)).ȱDaley,ȱMehrotraȱandȱSivakumarȱ(1997)ȱandȱDesaiȱandȱJainȱ(1999)ȱshowȱthatȱonlyȱ

whenȱ parentȬfirmȱ andȱ subsidiaryȬfirmȱ operateȱ inȱ differentȱ industriesȱ (focusȬincreasingȱ

spinȬoffs)ȱ thereȱ isȱ evidenceȱofȱpostȬspinȬoffȱ efficiencyȱ improvementsȱ evidencedȱ inȱbothȱ

abnormalȱȱstockȱreturnsȱandȱoperatingȱperformance.ȱMoreover,ȱtheirȱresultsȱindicateȱthatȱ

                                                           
1 Using US data see, e.g., Hite and Owers (1983), Miles and Rosenfeld (1983),  Schipper and Smith (1983), Allen et 
al. (1995), Michaely and Shaw (1995), Slovin, Sushka and Ferraro (1995),  Daley, Mehrotra and Sivakumar (1997), 
Desai and Jain (1999), Krishanaswami and Subramaniam (1999), Mulherin and Boone (2000), Chemmanur and 
Paeglis (2001), Gertner, Powers and Scharfstein (2002), Wruck and Wruck (2002), Maxwell and Rao (2003) and 
Ahn and Denis (2004).  Veld and Veld-Merkoulova (2004) analyze a sample of European spin-offs, while Choi and 
Han (2006) study a sample of Japanese spin-offs.   
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improvementȱ inȱpostȬspinȬoffȱperformanceȱ isȱmainlyȱ associatedȱwithȱparentȬfirms,ȱ andȱ

nonȬfocusingȱ spinȬoffsȱ areȱ typicallyȱ underperformingȱ subsidiaries.ȱ Chemmanurȱ andȱ

Nandyȱ(2006)ȱuseȱplantȱlevelȱdataȱtoȱanalyzeȱchangeȱinȱproductivityȱafterȱspinȬoffs.ȱTheyȱ

findȱ thatȱproductivityȱ increasesȱonlyȱ inȱparentȬfirmȱplants,ȱmainlyȱ throughȱcostȱcuts.ȱ Inȱ

contrastȱ toȱ existingȱ empiricalȱ studies,ȱChemmanurȱ andȱNandyȱ showȱ thatȱ productivityȱ

improvementsȱafterȱtheȱtransactionȱareȱfoundȱinȱbothȱacquiredȱandȱnonȬacquiredȱbusinessȱ

units,ȱandȱregardlessȱofȱwhetherȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱfocusȬincreasingȱorȱnonȬfocusȱ increasing.ȱ

Further,ȱ theirȱ resultsȱ indicateȱ thatȱ subsidiaryȱplantsȱdoȱnotȱperformȱworseȱ thanȱparentȱ

plantsȱbeforeȱtheȱspinȬoff.ȱȱ

Inȱ thisȱ paperȱ weȱ attemptȱ toȱ shedȱ lightȱ onȱ theȱ conflictingȱ resultsȱ ofȱ publishedȱ

researchȱbyȱexaminingȱaȱsampleȱofȱEuropeanȱfirmsȱthatȱcompletedȱaȱspinȬoff,ȱandȱprovideȱ

evidenceȱ relatedȱ toȱ twoȱ questions.ȱ First,ȱ whatȱ factorsȱ motivateȱ Europeanȱ firmsȱ toȱ

undertakeȱspinȬoffs?ȱSecond,ȱdoȱspinȬoffsȱresultȱinȱperformanceȱimprovements?ȱȱȱ

ThereȱareȱseveralȱreasonsȱwhyȱaȱstudyȱonȱEuropeanȱspinȬoffsȱmayȱrevealȱalternativeȱ

determinantsȱandȱlongȬtermȱeffects.ȱȱȱFirst,ȱȱdifferencesȱinȱfirms’ȱownershipȱstructureȱandȱ

corporateȱ governanceȱ amongȱ EUȱ countries,ȱ orȱ comparedȱ toȱ theȱUS,ȱ suggestȱ thatȱ theseȱ

factorsȱ mayȱ contributeȱ differentlyȱ toȱ firms’ȱ spinȬoffȱ decision.ȱ Itȱ isȱ wellȱ knownȱ thatȱ

concentratedȱownershipȱ structuresȱprevailȱ inȱEuropeȱ (see,ȱ e.g.ȱFaccioȱandȱLangȱ (2002)),ȱ

andȱ theseȱ areȱ associatedȱwithȱ largerȱ benefitsȱ ofȱ control.ȱThus,ȱ givenȱ theȱ largerȱprivateȱ

benefitsȱofȱcontrolȱtypicallyȱobservedȱinȱfirmsȱwithȱconcentratedȱownershipȱstructure,ȱitȱisȱ

interestingȱtoȱexamineȱwhyȱaȱcontrollingȱshareholderȱwouldȱvoluntarilyȱreduceȱfirmȱsizeȱ

andȱ controlȱ rightsȱ inȱ aȱ (relatively)ȱ costlyȱ spinȬoffȱ thatȱ doesȱ notȱ raiseȱ capital.ȱ ȱ Second,ȱ

differencesȱinȱlawsȱandȱenforcementȱareȱknownȱtoȱexplainȱtheȱintensityȱandȱtheȱpatternȱofȱ

mergersȱ andȱ acquisitionsȱ aroundȱ theȱ worldȱ (see,ȱ e.g.ȱ Rossiȱ andȱ Volpinȱ (2004)).ȱ

Consequently,ȱ weȱ conjectureȱ thatȱ decisionsȱ toȱ reverseȱ mergersȱ byȱ spinningȱ offȱ

subsidiariesȱ toȱ facilitateȱ takeoversȱ shouldȱ alsoȱ beȱ influencedȱ byȱdifferencesȱ inȱnationalȱ

regulations.ȱ Third,ȱ corporateȱ spinȬoffsȱ inȱ Continentalȱ Europeȱ areȱ aȱ relativelyȱ recentȱ

phenomenon.ȱ Theȱ EuropeanȱUnionȱ (EU)ȱ issuedȱ inȱ 1982ȱ theȱ 6thȱDirectiveȱ (82/891ȱ ofȱ 17ȱ

decemberȱ1982)ȱwithȱtheȱgoalȱtoȱharmonizeȱEUȱcountriesȱnationalȱlawsȱandȱtoȱmakeȱspinȬ

offsȱaȱviableȱandȱeconomicallyȱefficientȱrestructuringȱtransaction.ȱSinceȱthenȱtaxȬfreeȱspinȬ

offsȱbecameȱmoreȱcommonȱinȱEUȱcountries.ȱ
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Inȱthisȱstudy,ȱweȱdocumentȱthatȱspinȬoffȱdecisionsȱinȱEuropeȱareȱoftenȱtriggeredȱbyȱ

firm’sȱ governanceȱ earthȬquakes,ȱ suchȱ asȱ anȱ appointmentȱ ofȱ aȱ newȱCEOȱ orȱ aȱ takeoverȱ

threat.ȱWeȱobtainȱ thisȱresultȱbyȱcomparingȱsampleȱ firmsȱwithȱcontrolȱ firmsȱ thatȱdidȱnotȱ

undertakeȱspinȬoffsȱduringȱtheȱallȱperiodȱofȱstudy.ȱWeȱuseȱunivariateȱanalysisȱandȱlogisticȱ

regressionsȱtoȱprovideȱevidenceȱonȱtheȱdeterminantsȱofȱtheȱlikelihoodȱofȱspinȬoffs.ȱTheseȱ

findingsȱindicateȱthatȱevenȱinȱlessȱactiveȱmarketsȱforȱmergersȱandȱcorporateȱcontrolȱbreakȬ

upȱ decisionsȱ areȱ enforcedȱ byȱ theȱmonitoringȱ activityȱ ofȱ outsideȱ investorsȱ andȱ capitalȱ

markets.ȱȱ

Second,ȱweȱprovideȱnewȱevidenceȱonȱtheȱfactorsȱexplainingȱtheȱwellȱknownȱspinȬoffȱ

announcementȱ effects.ȱWeȱ showȱ thatȱ aȱ significantȱ componentȱofȱ stockȱpriceȱ reactionȱ isȱ

relatedȱ toȱspinȬoffsȱ thatȱoriginatedȱ fromȱpastȱacquisitions,ȱandȱ thisȱeffectȱsupersedesȱ theȱ

muchȱ reportedȱ effectȱ ofȱ focusȬincreasingȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Thisȱ resultȱ suggestsȱ thatȱ spinȬoffȱ

researchȱ shouldȱ payȱ attentionȱ inȱ identifyingȱ subsidiary’sȱ origin;ȱ aȱ characteristicȱ thatȱ

appearsȱtoȱbeȱmoreȱrelevantȱthanȱclassifyingȱspunȬoffȱunitsȱintoȱfocusȬincreasingȱandȱnonȬ

focusȬincreasing.ȱȱȱ

Weȱ nextȱ analyzeȱ theȱ longȬrunȱ efficiencyȱ improvementsȱ ofȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Lookingȱ atȱ

abnormalȱ stockȱ returnsȱ andȱ operatingȱ performanceȱ weȱ findȱ thatȱ onlyȱ internallyȱ

developedȱ subsidiariesȱ andȱ parentȬrelatedȱ unitsȱ (nonȬfocusing)ȱ areȱ theȱ spinȬoffsȱ thatȱ

createȱ significantȱmarketȱ valueȱ andȱ operatingȱ efficiencyȱ improvements.ȱ Theseȱ findingsȱ

contrastȱ theȱUSȱ evidenceȱwhereȱ focusȬincreasingȱ spinȬoffsȱ andȱ spinȬoffsȱ involvedȱ inȱ aȱ

subsequentȱ mergerȱ areȱ thoseȱ showingȱ significantȱ valueȱ creationȱ andȱ efficiencyȱ

improvements.ȱ Further,ȱ ourȱ evidenceȱ highlightsȱ thatȱ muchȱ ofȱ increasedȱ efficiencyȱ isȱ

generatedȱbyȱspunȬoffȱunitsȱandȱnotȱbyȱparentȬfirms.ȱȱ

Theȱ remainderȱofȱ theȱpaperȱ isȱ structuredȱ asȱ follows.ȱSectionȱ IIȱbrieflyȱ reviewȱ theȱ

spinȬoffȱ theoryȱ andȱ summarizeȱ empiricalȱ findingsȱ onȱ spinȬoffȱ valueȱ creationȱ andȱ postȱ

transactionȱ efficiencyȱ improvements.ȱ Sectionȱ IIIȱ describesȱ theȱ data,ȱ variables,ȱ controlȱ

measures,ȱandȱprovidesȱdescriptiveȱstatisticsȱforȱtheȱsample.ȱSectionȱIVȱreportsȱempiricalȱ

results.ȱSectionȱVȱconcludes.ȱȱ

ȱ

II. LITERATUREȱREVIEWȱANDȱHYPOTHESESȱȱȱ

Theȱfinanceȱandȱeconomicsȱliteraturesȱsuggestȱseveralȱmotivesȱforȱvalueȱmaximizingȱ

spinȬoffs.ȱAmongȱthem,ȱfourȱareȱprominent:ȱ(1)ȱtheȱmanagerialȱincentivesȱhypothesis;ȱ(2)ȱ
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theȱfocusȱ(orȱefficiency)ȱincreasingȱhypothesis;ȱ(3)ȱtheȱasymmetricȱinformationȱhypothesis;ȱ

(4)ȱtheȱcorporateȱcontrolȱhypothesis.2ȱ ȱTheoreticalȱmodelsȱalsoȱderiveȱspecificȱpredictionsȱ

onȱ threeȱ relevantȱ momentsȱ ofȱ aȱ typicalȱ corporateȱ spinȬoff:ȱ (a)ȱ beforeȱ theȱ decisionȱ isȱ

announcedȱ(predictingȱtheȱlikelihoodȱofȱaȱspinȬoff);ȱ(b)ȱwhenȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱannouncedȱtoȱ

capitalȱmarketsȱ (explainingȱ theȱ shortȬtermȱ changeȱ inȱparentȬfirmȱ shareholders’ȱwealth)ȱ

andȱ (c)ȱafterȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ isȱcompletedȱ (explainingȱ theȱ longȬtermȱoperatingȱperformanceȱ

andȱstockȱreturnsȱofȱseparatedȱbusinessȱunits).ȱTheseȱtheoriesȱareȱnotȱmutuallyȱexclusive,ȱ

andȱthusȱweȱexpectȱtoȱfindȱsomeȱsupportȱforȱeach.ȱMoreover,ȱ itȱisȱinterestingȱtoȱanalyzeȱ

whetherȱsomeȱofȱtheseȱtheoriesȱdescribeȱtheȱdataȱbetterȱthanȱothers.ȱ

Managerialȱ incentives:ȱ Aron’sȱ (1991)ȱ theoreticalȱ modelȱ proposesȱ thatȱ spinȬoffȱ

efficiencyȱ improvementsȱ willȱ beȱ obtainedȱ byȱ designingȱ newȱ incentiveȱ contractsȱ forȱ

divisionalȱmanagers.ȱSchipperȱ andȱSmithȱ (1983)ȱwereȱ theȱ firstȱ toȱ suggestȱ thatȱ spinȬoffsȱ

mayȱenableȱshareholdersȱtoȱbetterȱmonitorȱmanagersȱandȱreduceȱagencyȱcosts.ȱConsistentȱ

withȱ thisȱ hypothesisȱ Sewardȱ andȱ Walshȱ (1996)ȱ documentȱ aȱ significantȱ increaseȱ ofȱ

incentiveȱ contractsȱ forȱCEOsȱ ofȱ spunȬoffȱ subsidiaries,ȱ althoughȱ theyȱ showȱ thereȱ isȱ noȱ

associationȱ betweenȱ incentiveȱ contractsȱ andȱ stockȱ marketȱ announcementȱ effects.ȱ Pyoȱ

(2006)ȱ testsȱmoreȱ directlyȱ theȱ predictionȱ ofȱ theȱmanagerialȱ incentivesȱ hypothesisȱ andȱ

showsȱthatȱnewȱcompensationȱpackagesȱisȱaȱsignificantȱmotiveȱforȱspinȬoffsȱandȱmayȱleadȱ

toȱimprovedȱpostȬspinȬoffȱoperatingȱefficiency.ȱȱȱ

Theȱmanagerialȱ incentivesȱ hypothesisȱ predictsȱ thatȱ newȱ compensationȱ plansȱ forȱ

managersȱisȱanȱimportantȱdeterminantȱofȱspinȬoffȱdecision,ȱandȱtheyȱwillȱbeȱsignificantlyȱ

relatedȱtoȱshareholder’sȱvalueȱcreationȱandȱefficiencyȱimprovementȱafterȱtheȱtransaction.ȱȱ

Focusȱ (orȱ efficiency)ȱ increasing:ȱTheȱ corporateȱ focusȱ literatureȱ (see,ȱe.g.ȱCommentȱ

andȱJarrellȱ(1995)ȱandȱJohnȱandȱOfekȱ(1995))ȱsuggestsȱthatȱspinȬoffsȱthatȱincreaseȱcorporateȱ

focusȱ (i.e.ȱ eliminateȱ negativeȱ synergiesȱ amongȱdifferentȱ firm’sȱ divisions)ȱ shouldȱ createȱ

                                                           
2 Other explanations for spin-off gains include tax and regulatory benefits (Schipper and Smith (1983)), the transfer of 
wealth from bondholders to stockholders (Galai and Masulis (1976), Parrino (1997) and Maxwell and Rao (2003), and 
the optimal allocation of debt between the two firms resulting from the spin-off (John (1993)). We do not investigate the 
validity of these hypotheses in our study as we analyze only tax-free and voluntary spin-offs. Moreover, the predictions 
of the bondholder-stockholder wealth redistribution hypothesis and of the debt allocation hypothesis are difficult to 
verify in the European context as European firms tend to carry much less market debt than US firms and the vast 
majority of debt finance is provided by bank loans, which are typically senior to public debt and carry greater guarantees 
than a bond or debenture. Therefore, differences in bargaining power between lenders and bondholders could exert a 
better creditor protection and result in lower or insignificant wealth or debt transfer among security holders when a 
corporate restructuring is undertaken.  
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valueȱandȱ improveȱefficiency.3ȱThereȱ isȱsignificantȱsupportȱ forȱ theȱefficiencyȱhypothesis.ȱ

Daleyȱ etȱal.ȱ (1997)ȱandȱDesaiȱandȱ Jainȱ (1999)ȱshowȱ thatȱannouncementȱreturnsȱ forȱ focusȱ

increasingȱ spinȬoffsȱ areȱ significantlyȱ higherȱ thanȱnonȬfocusingȱ ones.ȱ Furthermore,ȱ theyȱ

documentȱ that,ȱafterȱ theȱ transaction,ȱsignificantȱ increasesȱ inȱaccountingȱprofitabilityȱandȱ

stockȱreturnsȱareȱconcentratedȱinȱfocusingȱspinȬoffsȱonly.ȱȱ

Theȱ focusȱ increasingȱ hypothesisȱ makesȱ specificȱ predictionsȱ aboutȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementȱreturnsȱandȱpostȬtransactionȱperformanceȱmeasures.ȱItȱpredictsȱthatȱspinȬ

offsȱwhereȱ theȱ subsidiaryȱ operatesȱ inȱ aȱ differentȱ industryȱ shouldȱ haveȱ greaterȱ valueȱ

creationȱandȱexȬpostȱlargerȱefficiencyȱimprovements.ȱȱ

Asymmetricȱ information:ȱ Theȱ asymmetricȱ informationȱ hypothesisȱ isȱ builtȱ onȱ theȱ

ideaȱthatȱmultiȬdivisionalȱfirmsȱareȱlessȱtransparentȱandȱtypicallyȱundervalued.ȱBreakingȱ

upȱ theȱ conglomerateȱ firmȱ couldȱ reduceȱ theȱ informationȱ asymmetryȱ inȱ theȱmarketȱ andȱ

improveȱtheȱqualityȱofȱinformationȱonȱeachȱdivisionȱcashȱflowsȱthatȱcouldȱbeȱinferredȱbyȱ

bothȱ incumbentȱ managersȱ andȱ outsideȱ investors.ȱ Theoreticalȱ modelsȱ byȱ Habibȱ etȱ al.ȱȱ

(1997)ȱandȱNandaȱandȱNarayananȱ(1999)ȱpredictȱthatȱaȱspinȬoffȱwillȱhelpȱremoveȱparentȱ

undervaluation,ȱaugmentȱmarketȱattentionȱonȱfirms’ȱsecurities,ȱandȱallowȱfirmsȱtoȱobtainȱ

betterȱconditionsȱ inȱsecurityȱ issueȱ transactions.ȱ ȱKrishnaswamiȱandȱSubramaniamȱ(1999)ȱ

reportȱevidenceȱthatȱthereȱareȱchangesȱinȱtheȱinformationȱenvironmentȱofȱfirmsȱfollowingȱ

spinȬoffs.ȱ Theyȱ documentȱ increasedȱ earningȱ forecastȱ accuracyȱ andȱ lowerȱ dispersionȱ inȱ

analysts’ȱearningsȱforecastsȱafterȱspinȬoffs.ȱMoreover,ȱfirmsȱthatȱundertakeȱspinȬoffsȱraiseȱ

moreȱcapitalȱfollowingȱtheȱbreakȬupȱthanȱbefore,ȱandȱrelativeȱtoȱcomparableȱfirms.ȱGilsonȱ

etȱal.ȱ (2001)ȱfindȱ thatȱafterȱaȱbreakȬupȱ thereȱ isȱanȱ increaseȱ inȱanalystȱcoverageȱ leadingȱtoȱ

improvedȱearningsȱforecastȱaccuracy.ȱȱ

Theȱasymmetricȱinformationȱhypothesisȱhasȱspecificȱimplicationsȱforȱtheȱlikelihoodȱ

ofȱspinȬoffsȱandȱforȱtheȱparentȬfirmȱannouncementȱpriceȱeffects,ȱbutȱitȱhasȱnoȱpredictionsȱ

forȱ postȬtransactionȱ performance.ȱ Thisȱ theoryȱ impliesȱ thatȱ parentȬfirmȱ undervaluationȱ

willȱbeȱanȱ importantȱdeterminantȱofȱ spinȬoffȱdecisionȱandȱ thatȱ theȱ twoȱ separatedȱunitsȱ

willȱbeȱmoreȱactiveȱinȱraisingȱfundsȱinȱcapitalȱmarketsȱafterȱtheȱtransaction.ȱȱ

Corporateȱ control:ȱTheȱ corporateȱ controlȱ hypothesisȱ isȱproposedȱ byȱChemmanurȱ

andȱYanȱ (2003)ȱwhoȱpositȱ thatȱspinȬoffsȱdisciplineȱmanagementȱbyȱ increasingȱ theȱ firm’sȱ

                                                           
3 Focus increasing spin-offs are usually defined when the parent-firm and subsidiary-firm operate in different industries. 
In Section IV.D we provide details about the focus/non-focus spin-off classification we adopted in this paper.  
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exposureȱtoȱtheȱpossibilityȱofȱaȱtakeover.ȱTheȱempiricalȱimplicationsȱareȱbasicallyȱfour:ȱ(1)ȱ

aȱmoreȱ activeȱmarketȱ forȱ corporateȱ controlȱwillȱ influenceȱ spinȬoffȱ decisionsȱ asȱ activistȱ

investorsȱandȱ takeoverȱ threatsȱcanȱputȱpressureȱonȱparentȬfirm’sȱdecisionȱ toȱ restructureȱ

throughȱaȱbreakȬup;ȱ (2)ȱ spinȬoffȱannouncementȱpriceȱ effectsȱwillȱbeȱ correlatedȱwithȱ theȱ

degreeȱ ofȱ takeoverȱ activityȱ inȱ theȱ parentȬfirmȱ industry;ȱ ȱ (3)ȱ afterȱ theȱ transaction,ȱ

improvementsȱ inȱ longȬtermȱ operatingȱ performanceȱ willȱ beȱ observedȱ forȱ spunȬoffȱ

subsidiariesȱbecauseȱofȱhigherȱmanagerialȱdisciplineȱandȱefficiency;ȱ(4)ȱpostȬspinȬoffȱlongȬ

termȱpositiveȱabnormalȱstockȱreturnsȱwillȱbeȱobservedȱonlyȱwithȱparentsȱandȱsubsidiariesȱ

involvedȱinȱmergersȱandȱacquisitions.ȱȱ

ȱ
III. SAMPLEȱSELECTIONȱANDȱDESCRIPTIVEȱSTATISTICSȱȱȱ

III.A.ȱDATAȱSOURCESȱANDȱSAMPLEȱCONSTRUCTIONȱȱ

Thisȱ researchȱ focusȱ onȱ pureȱ voluntaryȱ taxȬfreeȱ completedȱ spinȬoffsȱ byȱ Europeanȱ

nonȬfinancialȱ firms.4ȱ Itȱ isȱ crucialȱ toȱ theȱobjectiveȱofȱ thisȱ studyȱ toȱ correctlyȱ identifyȱpureȱ

spinȬoffs,ȱandȱseparateȱthemȱfromȱotherȱtypeȱofȱrestructuringȱandȱdivestitureȱtransactionsȱ

withȱwhichȱtheyȱareȱfrequentlyȱconfused.ȱȱ

Theȱstudyȱconstructsȱaȱuniqueȱdatasetȱcompiledȱfromȱmanyȱdifferentȱdatabases.5ȱ

Weȱ startȱ assemblingȱ theȱ sampleȱ byȱ searchingȱ theȱ Thomsonȱ Financialȱ ONEȱ Bankerȱ

MergersȱandȱAcquisitionsȱdatabaseȱinȱorderȱtoȱidentifyȱallȱspinȬoffsȱannouncedȱbyȱlistedȱ

WesternȱEuropeanȱcompanies.ȱTheȱinitialȱsampleȱcoversȱtheȱperiodȱfromȱJanuaryȱ1985ȱtoȱ

Juneȱ 2005,ȱ andȱ itȱ includesȱ 338ȱ transactions.ȱWeȱ nextȱ verifyȱ theȱ accuracyȱ ofȱ theȱONEȱ

BankerȱM&Aȱ dataȱ byȱ comparingȱ itȱ toȱ newsȱ articlesȱ foundȱ inȱ Lexis/Nexis,ȱ includingȱ

relatedȱ newsȱ reportedȱ inȱ localȱ languagesȱ inȱ eachȱ countryȱmajorȱ nationalȱ newspapers.ȱ

Stockȱmarketȱ andȱ accountingȱ dataȱ areȱ retrievedȱ fromȱ Thomsonȱ FinancialȱDataStreamȱ

InternationalȱandȱWorldscopeȱdatabases.ȱWeȱalsoȱusedȱ theȱResearchȱ InsightȱCompustatȱ

GlobalȱandȱtheȱAmadeusȱTopȱ250,000ȱdatabasesȱtoȱperformȱfurtherȱchecksȱofȱaccountingȱ

dataȱandȱtransactions’ȱcharacteristics6.ȱWeȱbelieveȱthisȱlevelȱofȱscrutinyȱmakesȱourȱsampleȱ

                                                           
4 In a tax-free spin-off, shareholders of the parent-firm receive a distribution of stock in the subsidiary representing all or 
a majority of the parent’s shares in the subsidiary. Upon the distribution, the parent does not have to pay tax on any gain, 
and shareholder tax is deferred until the shares are sold. We check the tax status of each spin-off in sample by examining 
the tax code of the parent-firm country and announcement statements. See also European Tax Handbook (various years 
since 1990).  
5 Detailed variable definitions and data sources are reported in Appendix I.  
6 Research Insight Compustat Global is a trademark of Standard & Poor’s, and Amadeus Top 250,000 is a trademark of 
Bureau Van Dijk.  
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ofȱEuropeanȱ spinȬoffsȱuniqueȱ andȱ cleanȱofȱ confoundingȱ eventsȱ frequentlyȱdescribedȱ asȱ

corporateȱspinȬoffsȱinȱavailableȱdatabases.ȱȱ

Fromȱ theȱ initialȱ listȱweȱdropȱ 193ȱ transactionsȱ forȱ theȱ followingȱ reasons:ȱ 142ȱ entriesȱ

wereȱincorrectlyȱrecordedȱasȱspinȬoffsȱ(30ȱcarveȬoutsȱandȱrightȱissues,ȱ38ȱsplitȬupsȱandȱ74ȱ

internalȱ restructuringȱ programs);ȱ 5ȱ casesȱ ofȱ duplicateȱ dataȱ entry;ȱ 7ȱ casesȱ whereȱ theȱ

subsidiaryȱ wasȱ alreadyȱ listedȱ priorȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoff;ȱ andȱ 39ȱ casesȱ whereȱ aȱ clearȱ

announcementȱdateȱ andȱ newsȱ articleȱwereȱ notȱ found.ȱ ȱ Fromȱ theȱ remainingȱ listȱ ofȱ 145ȱ

announcedȱ spinȬoffsȱweȱ thenȱ eliminatedȱ15ȱpending/withdrawnȱ transactionsȱasȱofȱ Juneȱ

2005,ȱ andȱ 6ȱ casesȱ inȱwhichȱ parentȬfirmȱ stockȱ priceȱ dataȱwasȱ notȱ available.ȱWeȱ finallyȱ

excludeȱ27ȱspinȬoffsȱcompletedȱbyȱfirmsȱwithȱoperationsȱinȱregulatedȱindustriesȱ(utilitiesȱ

(2ȱ cases,ȱ SICȱ codeȱ 4911),ȱ andȱ financialȱ servicesȱ (25ȱ cases,ȱ SICȱ codesȱ betweenȱ 6000ȱ andȱ

6999)),ȱ asȱ regulationȱmayȱ confoundȱ comparisons.ȱThus,ȱourȱ finalȱ sampleȱ consistsȱofȱ 92ȱ

listedȱ nonȬfinancialȱ corporationsȱheadquarteredȱ inȱ 12ȱWesternȱEuropeanȱ countriesȱ thatȱ

announcedȱandȱcompletedȱtheȱspinȬoffȱofȱ97ȱsubsidiariesȱfromȱJanuaryȱ1989ȱtoȱJuneȱ20057.ȱȱ

III.B.ȱCONTROLȱSAMPLEȱOFȱNONȬSPINȬOFFȱFIRMSȱȱȱ

Ourȱempiricalȱmethodologyȱrequiresȱcomparingȱcharacteristicsȱandȱperformanceȱofȱ

firmsȱ involvedȱ inȱ spinȬoffsȱwithȱ thatȱofȱ similarȱ firmsȱ thatȱdoȱnotȱundertakeȱ aȱ spinȬoff.ȱ

Accordingly,ȱweȱconstructȱaȱmatchingȱsampleȱforȱeachȱparentȱandȱsubsidiaryȱbyȱselectingȱ

firmsȱ thatȱ didȱ notȱ undertakeȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ inȱ theȱ fiveȱ yearsȱ centeredȱ onȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ

completionȱyearȱ(Ȭ2,..0,..+2),ȱ thatȱareȱheadquarteredȱ inȱ theȱsameȱgeographicȱareaȱ(ȱ1)ȱUKȱ

andȱ Ireland;ȱ ȱ 2)ȱ Nordicȱ Countriesȱ (Denmark,ȱ Finland,ȱ Norwayȱ andȱ Sweden);ȱ andȱ 3)ȱ

ContinentalȱEuropeȱ(Belgium,ȱGermany,ȱItaly,ȱNetherlands,ȱSpainȱandȱSwitzerland)),ȱthatȱ

haveȱ theȱ sameȱ threeȬdigitȱ SICȱ code,ȱ andȱ thatȱ areȱ closestȱ inȱmarketȱvalueȱofȱ equityȱ (+/Ȭȱ

30%)ȱandȱbookȬtoȬmarketȱratio.ȱIfȱweȱdoȱnotȱfindȱaȱmatchingȱfirmȱinȱtheȱsameȱgeographicȱ

areaȱand/orȱwithȱsameȱ threeȬdigitȱSICȱcode,ȱweȱ relyȱonȱ theȱwholeȱEuropeanȱdataȱsetȱ toȱ

identifyȱ theȱ closestȱ firmȱ byȱ twoȬdigitȱ SICȱ code,ȱmarketȱ valueȱ ofȱ equityȱ andȱ bookȬtoȬ

marketȱratio.ȱȱ

ȱIII.C.ȱSAMPLEȱCHARACTERISTICSȱ

PanelȱAȱofȱTableȱ1ȱshowsȱtheȱsampleȱcountryȬdistributionȱwhereȱitȱemergesȱthatȱspinȬoffsȱ

areȱmoreȱfrequentȱtransactionsȱinȱGreatȱBritainȱandȱSwedenȱthanȱinȱContinentalȱEurope.ȱ

TheȱaverageȱspinȬoffȱrelativeȱsizeȱrevealsȱ thatȱspinȬoffsȱ inȱEuropeȱareȱ largeȱ transactions;ȱ

                                                           
7 Five parent-firms complete two spin-offs each separated by several years.   
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onȱaverage,ȱlargerȱthanȱsimilarȱtransactionsȱsampledȱinȱrecentȱUSȱstudiesȱ(see,ȱe.g.ȱDesaiȱ

andȱJainȱ(1999)ȱandȱKrishnaswamiȱandȱSubramaniamȱ(1999)).Theȱmedianȱtimeȱrequiredȱtoȱ

completeȱ(fromȱannouncementȱdateȱtoȱexȬdate)ȱtheȱEuropeanȱspinȬoffȱisȱfourȱmonths,ȱbutȱ

itȱcanȱbeȱworkedȱoutȱ inȱ justȱ fortyȱdaysȱ inȱcountriesȱsuchȱasȱSpain,ȱorȱrequireȱaboutȱoneȱ

yearȱ asȱ inȱGermany.ȱConsistentȱwithȱpastȱ studies,ȱPanelȱAȱ showsȱ thatȱ theȱmajorityȱ ofȱ

spinȬoffsȱ areȱ representedȱ byȱ focusȬincreasingȱ transactionsȱ (61,ȱ orȱ aboutȱ 63%ȱ ofȱ finalȱ

sample).ȱ Inȱ panelȱ Aȱ weȱ alsoȱ documentȱ thatȱ 73ȱ spinȬoffsȱ (75%ȱ ofȱ finalȱ sample)ȱ areȱ

internallyȱdevelopedȱsubsidiaries.ȱTheȱrestȱofȱtheȱsampleȱ(25%)ȱconsistsȱofȱspinȬoffsȱwhichȱ

unwindȱearlierȱacquisitions.ȱToȱdistinguishȱandȱtoȱidentifyȱwhichȱspinȬoffsȱwereȱinternallyȱ

developedȱ andȱwhichȱ spinȬoffsȱ originatedȱ fromȱ aȱ previousȱ acquisitionȱweȱ constructȱ aȱ

completeȱ“corporateȱhistory”ȱofȱparentȬfirmsȱandȱsubsidiaryȬfirmsȱthroughȱpressȱarticlesȱ

(LexisNexisȱandȱmajorȱnationalȱEuropeanȱnewspaperȱdatabases),ȱinformationȱavailableȱonȱ

Thomsonȱ ONEȱ Bankerȱ database,ȱ andȱ byȱ reviewingȱ parentȬfirm’sȱ publicȱ filesȱ andȱ

corporateȱ websites.ȱ Theȱ distinctionȱ betweenȱ internallyȱ developedȱ andȱ previouslyȱ

acquiredȱ spinȬoffsȱ isȱ importantȱ asȱ itȱ mayȱ reflectȱ differentȱ corporateȱ strategies.ȱ Weȱ

conjectureȱ thatȱaȱ spinȬoffȱdecisionȱ canȱeitherȱ signalȱ thatȱ theȱbreakȬupȱwillȱbeȱ throughȱaȱ

potentialȱwinnerȱorȱbyȱ correctingȱ aȱpastȱmistake.ȱ ȱThisȱ aspectȱ isȱoftenȱneglectedȱ inȱ theȱ

spinȬoffȱliterature.8ȱOneȱnotableȱexceptionȱisȱtheȱstudyȱbyȱAllen,ȱLummer,ȱMcConnellȱandȱ

Reedȱ (1995),ȱ thatȱ providesȱ evidenceȱ thatȱ shareholderȱ gainsȱ associatedȱ withȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementsȱareȱ inȱ someȱcasesȱ theȱundoingȱofȱearlierȱunwiseȱacquisition.ȱTheyȱ labelȱ

thisȱ asȱ theȱ “correctionȬofȬaȬmistake”ȱ hypothesis,ȱ whichȱ predictsȱ aȱ largerȱ reboundȱ inȱ

parentȬfirmȱ stockȱ priceȱ whenȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ ofȱ previouslyȱ acquiredȱ subsidiariesȱ isȱ

announced.ȱȱ

ȱ
[ȱInsertȱTableȱ1ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ

ȱ
OurȱsampleȱofȱparentȬȱandȱsubsidiaryȬfirmsȱrepresentsȱaboutȱ35ȱdifferentȱindustries,ȱ

withȱ theȱ largestȱ concentrationȱ inȱ theȱChemicalsȱandȱAlliedȱProductsȱ Industry,ȱBusinessȱ

Servicesȱ andȱ Electronicȱ &ȱ Otherȱ Electricȱ Equipment.ȱ Moreover,ȱ theȱ sampleȱ includesȱ

primarilyȱ Europeanȱ domesticȱ spinȬoffs,ȱ whereȱ bothȱ parentȬfirmȱ andȱ subsidiaryȬfirmȱ

                                                           
8 However, it’s worth noting that some authors have argued that although spin-offs and divestitures frequently 
reverse past mergers, these transactions are not always past failures, as parent-firms may separate business segments 
because of evolving corporate strategies and changes in product markets. See for example Weston (1989) and 
Kaplan and Weisbach (1992).  
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operateȱandȱareȱlistedȱinȱtheȱsameȱcountry.ȱWeȱfindȱonlyȱtwoȱcasesȱofȱcrossȬborderȱspinȬ

off,ȱwhichȱinvolvesȱtheȱassetsȱofȱaȱsubsidiaryȱoperatingȱinȱaȱdifferentȱcountry.ȱȱȱȱȱ

InȱTableȱ1,ȱpanelȱBȱweȱpresentȱselectedȱstatisticsȱonȱparentȬfirmsȱandȱcontrolȬfirmsȱ

atȱ theȱ endȱ ofȱmonthȱ beforeȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ dateȱ or,ȱ inȱ caseȱ ofȱ accountingȱ

figuresȱasȱofȱfiscalȱyearȱendȱpriorȱtoȱtheȱspinȬoffȱannouncementȱyearȱ(YearȱȬ1).ȱTheȱmedianȱ

sizeȱofȱtheȱEuropeanȱparentȬfirmȱthatȱundertakeȱaȱspinȬoffȱisȱrelativelyȱlarge,ȱasȱmeasuredȱ

byȱmarketȱvalueȱofȱ equityȱ (€1.08ȱbillion),ȱ totalȱ assetsȱ (€1.26ȱbillion)ȱorȱ totalȱ salesȱ (€1.65ȱ

billion).ȱ Matchedȱ controlȱ firmsȱ showȱ similarȱ characteristics,ȱ withȱ meanȱ andȱ medianȱ

marketȱvalue,ȱprofitability,ȱ investment,ȱ leverageȱ ratiosȱ andȱ residualȱ standardȱdeviationȱ

notȱ statisticallyȱ differentȱ fromȱ thoseȱ measuredȱ forȱ parentȬfirms.ȱ Panelȱ Bȱ alsoȱ showsȱ

summaryȱ statisticsȱ onȱ subsidiaryȬfirmsȱ andȱ theirȱ controlȬfirmsȱ atȱ theȱ endȱ ofȱ spinȬoffȱ

completionȱmonthȱor,ȱinȱcaseȱofȱaccountingȱfigures,ȱasȱofȱfiscalȱyearȱendȱfollowingȱspinȬoffȱ

completionȱyear.ȱTheȱsubsidiaryȬȱandȱtheirȱmatchedȱfirmsȱhaveȱsimilarȱvaluesȱforȱallȱtheȱ

variablesȱ reported;ȱweȱdetectȱnoȱsignificantȱmeanȱorȱmedianȱdifferencesȱwithȱ respectȱ toȱ

size,ȱprofitability,ȱinvestmentȱandȱleverageȱratios.ȱȱ

PanelȱCȱofȱTableȱ1ȱpresentsȱdescriptiveȱstatisticsȱforȱmultiȬsegmentȱparentsȱandȱtheirȱ

respectiveȱ controlȬfirmsȱ forȱ theȱ twoȱyearsȱ surroundingȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ completionȱ (yearȱ Ȭ1ȱ

andȱyearȱ0).ȱOfȱtheȱ97ȱsampleȱspinȬoffsȱweȱareȱableȱtoȱgatherȱsegmentalȱdataȱforȱ82ȱparentȬ

firms;ȱ63ȱ(65%)ȱȱareȱundertakenȱbyȱparentsȱwithȱ2ȱorȱmoreȱbusinessȱsegmentsȱasȱreportedȱ

inȱWorldscopeȱdatabase,ȱandȱsingleȬsegmentȱparentsȱareȱ19,ȱorȱ20%ȱofȱtheȱwholeȱsample.ȱ

Panelȱ Cȱ showsȱ thatȱ multiȬsegmentȱ parentsȱ haveȱ onȱ averageȱ moreȱ thanȱ 3ȱ businessȱ

segmentsȱ inȱtheȱyearȱbeforeȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱcompleted.ȱByȱcontrast,ȱsimilarȱfirmsȱhaveȱonȱ

averageȱ2ȱbusinessȱsegmentsȱandȱbothȱ theȱmeanȱandȱmedianȱdifferencesȱareȱstatisticallyȱ

significantȱatȱtheȱ5%ȱlevel.ȱAsȱexpected,ȱparentsȱhaveȱaȱstatisticallyȱsignificantȱdeclineȱinȱ

theȱ numberȱ ofȱ segmentsȱ inȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ completionȱ year,ȱ whileȱ theȱ reductionȱ inȱ theȱ

numberȱ ofȱ segmentsȱ isȱ notȱ observedȱ forȱ controlȱ firms.ȱ Toȱ analyzeȱ theȱ degreeȱ ofȱ

diversificationȱweȱalsoȱcomputeȱ theȱsalesȬbasedȱHerfindahlȱ index.ȱParentȬfirmsȱexhibitȱaȱ

significantȱincreaseȱinȱbothȱtheȱmeanȱandȱmedianȱHerfindahlȱindexȱfromȱtheȱyearȱbeforeȱ

theȱspinȬoffȱtoȱtheȱyearȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱcompleted.ȱByȱcontrast,ȱnoȱchangeȱinȱtheȱHerfindahlȱ

indexȱisȱobservedȱforȱmatchedȱcontrolȱfirmsȱinȱtheȱsameȱtimeȱperiod.ȱBasedȱonȱevidenceȱ

onȱnumberȱofȱsegmentsȱandȱHerfindahlȱindexȱweȱfindȱthatȱparentsȱundertakingȱspinȬoffsȱ

areȱmoreȱ diversifiedȱ thanȱ controlȱ firms.ȱ Thisȱ resultȱ is,ȱ however,ȱ consistentȱwithȱ pastȱ
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studiesȱ ofȱ USȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Next,ȱ weȱ lookȱ atȱ Tobin’sȱ Qȱ forȱ parentȬȱ andȱ controlȬfirmsȱ toȱ

ascertainȱdifferentialȱperformances.ȱWeȱcomputeȱTobin’sȱQȱasȱtheȱratioȱofȱmarketȱvalueȱofȱ

equityȱplusȱbookȱvalueȱofȱ totalȱassetsȱ lessȱbookȱvalueȱofȱequityȱandȱoverȱbookȱvalueȱofȱ

totalȱassets.ȱParents’ȱTobin’sȱQȱdeclinesȱafterȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱcompleted,ȱbutȱtheȱchangeȱisȱ

notȱ statisticallyȱ significant.ȱ Perhapsȱ moreȱ interesting,ȱ matchedȬfirmsȱ showȱ aȱ similarȱ

Tobin’sȱQȱinȱtheȱsameȱtimeȱperiod,ȱandȱnoȱsignificantȱchangeȱacrossȱtheȱtwoȱyears.ȱFinally,ȱ

PanelȱCȱ presentsȱ theȱ diversificationȱ valueȱ forȱ theȱ yearȱ precedingȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ andȱ theȱ

completionȱ year.ȱ Toȱ computeȱ theȱ diversificationȱ valueȱ weȱ followȱ closelyȱ Bergerȱ andȱ

Ofek’sȱ(1995)ȱmethodology.ȱTheirȱalgorithmȱcomputesȱtheȱdifferenceȱbetweenȱtheȱmarketȱ

valueȱofȱtheȱdiversifiedȱfirmȱandȱtheȱsumȱofȱtheȱimputedȱvalueȱofȱallȱtheȱfirm’sȱsegments,ȱ

basedȱ onȱ theȱ salesȱmultiplierȱ valuationȱmethodȱ ofȱ theȱ standȬaloneȱ firms.ȱ Further,ȱweȱ

requireȱ thatȱ theȱsumȱofȱsegmentȱsalesȱasȱreportedȱbyȱWorldscopeȱmustȱbeȱwithinȱ1%ȱofȱ

totalȱsalesȱfromȱannualȱprofitȱandȱlossȱaccounts.ȱThisȱrequirementȱresultsȱinȱaȱdropȱofȱ13ȱ

parentȬfirmsȱforȱwhichȱtotalȱsalesȱexceedȱthoseȱreportedȱinȱconsolidatedȱstatements.ȱThus,ȱ

theȱfinalȱsampleȱisȱofȱ50ȱparentȬfirms.9ȱConsistentȱwithȱtheȱdiversificationȱandȱtheȱspinȬoffȱ

literature,ȱweȱfindȱthatȱmultiȬsegmentȱparentȬfirmsȱinȱtheȱyearȱpriorȱtoȱtheȱspinȬoffȱtradeȱ

atȱ substantialȱ discountȱ (meanȱ Ȭ40%ȱ andȱmedianȱ Ȭ22%)ȱ relativeȱ toȱ comparableȱ singleȬ

segmentȱ firms.ȱ Bothȱmeanȱ andȱmedianȱ areȱ significantlyȱ differentȱ fromȱ zeroȱ atȱ theȱ 1%ȱ

level.ȱMatchedȬfirms,ȱ byȱ contrast,ȱ exhibitȱ relativeȱ valueȱ similarȱ toȱ comparableȱ singleȬ

segmentȱfirms.ȱTheyȱshowȱslightlyȱnegativeȱ(Ȭ0.4%)ȱdiversificationȱdiscount,ȱonȱaverage,ȱ

whileȱmedianȱisȱslightlyȱpositiveȱ(0.2%),ȱandȱbothȱareȱnotȱsignificantlyȱdifferentȱfromȱzero.ȱ

Furthermore,ȱ theȱ meanȱ andȱ medianȱ differencesȱ inȱ diversificationȱ discountȱ betweenȱ

parentsȱandȱcontrolsȱareȱstatisticallyȱsignificantȱatȱ1%ȱlevelȱinȱbothȱyears.ȱȱȱ

                                                           
9 We believe that most of the validity of the value loss from diversification of parent-firms presented in Table 1, Panel C, 
depends on management disclosure policies and are therefore subject to the well known self-reported bias (e.g., 
Villalonga (2004)). In fact, contrary to US regulation (FASB 14 and SEC S-K) which require US firms to report segment 
information since fiscal years ending December 1977, European firms started to release voluntarily segmental data 
gradually from the end of 1980s. European Union (EU) regulation on corporate financial statements is under the Seventh 
European Directive (86/635/EEC), which was adopted by the EU Council of Ministers on June 13, 1983, and 
implemented by Member States from January 1st, 1988. The directive, art. 34, para. 8, requires segmental reporting of 
consolidated net turnover by activity and geographical markets. The directive, art. 45, para. 2, allows omission of 
segmental reporting if its nature would be prejudicial to any undertakings affected by that disclosure. Omission must be 
disclosed in the statement notes. France, Germany, and Greece implemented the Directive before January 1st, 1988. 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom enacted legislation to be effective during the financial year 
1990. Belgium, Denmark, and Portugal adopted the Directive by the financial year 1991. Ireland and Spain follow in the 
financial year 1992, and Italy adopted it by financial year 1994. Starting from the 2005 financial year, European listed 
companies must have consolidated group account statements according to IAS (International Accounting Standards). IAS 
14 concerns segmental reporting.  
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TheȱlevelȱofȱdiversificationȱdiscountȱofȱEuropeanȱparentȬfirmsȱundertakingȱspinȬoffsȱ

seemsȱhighȱ ifȱ comparedȱ toȱ studiesȱ suchȱasȱLangȱandȱStulzȱ (1994)ȱandȱBergerȱandȱOfekȱ

(1995),ȱwhoȱ findȱ thatȱdiscountȱaveragesȱ10%ȱacrossȱ largeȱ samplesȱofȱUSȱmultiȬsegmentȱ

firms,ȱ andȱ Linsȱ andȱ Servaesȱ (1999),ȱwhoȱ findȱ noȱ diversificationȱ discountȱ forȱ Germanȱ

conglomeratesȱ andȱ 15%ȱ discountȱ inȱ theȱUK.ȱHowever,ȱmoreȱ recentlyȱAhnȱ andȱDenisȱ

(2004)ȱ findȱ thatȱ theȱmeanȱ (median)ȱdiversificationȱdiscountȱ forȱ aȱ sampleȱofȱUSȱparentȬ

firmsȱ undertakingȱ spinȬoffsȱ isȱ 31%ȱ (18%),ȱ whichȱ areȱ muchȱ closerȱ toȱ ourȱ figuresȱ forȱ

Europeanȱparents10.ȱInȱtheȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȱyearȱparentȬfirmsȱmeanȱdiscountȱisȱlowerȱ(Ȭ

28%),ȱ butȱ theȱ medianȱ isȱ higherȱ (Ȭ30%).ȱ However,ȱ whileȱ meanȱ andȱ medianȱ areȱ stillȱ

significantȱ differentȱ fromȱ zeroȱ atȱ theȱ 5%ȱ level,ȱweȱ findȱ noȱ significantȱ changeȱ betweenȱ

valuesȱinȱtheȱtwoȱyears.ȱTheseȱresultsȱshowȱthat:ȱ1)ȱmultiȬsegmentȱparentsȱcontinueȱtoȱbeȱ

tradedȱ atȱ discountȱ relativeȱ toȱ standȬaloneȱ firmsȱ evenȱ afterȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ transactionȱ isȱ

completed,ȱandȱ2)ȱmultiȬsegmentȱparentsȱhaveȱsignificantlyȱ largerȱdiscountȱ thanȱsimilarȱ

multiȬsegmentȱfirmsȱthatȱdoȱnotȱundertakeȱaȱspinȬoff.ȱȱ

IV. EMPIRICALȱRESULTSȱȱȱ

IV.A.ȱMOTIVESȱFORȱCORPORATEȱSPINȬOFFSȱDECISIONSȱȱȱ

Weȱ firstȱ turnȱourȱattentionȱ toȱanalysisȱofȱspinȬoffȱannouncementȱstatementsȱmadeȱ

byȱparentȬfirmȱmanagersȱandȱ financialȱanalystsȱ reportedȱ inȱ theȱ financialȱpressȱ toȱassessȱ

theȱspinȬoffȱmotives.ȱWeȱbelieveȱitȱisȱinterestingȱtoȱinvestigateȱtheȱconsistencyȱbetweenȱtheȱ

reportedȱmotivesȱ forȱspinȬoffsȱandȱ theȱ theoreticalȱpredictionsȱoutlinedȱ inȱsectionȱ II.ȱTheȱ

reasonsȱmostȱ commonlyȱ reportedȱ atȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ timeȱ are:ȱ strengtheningȱ ofȱ

corporateȱ focusȱ strategyȱ (57%),ȱ restructuringȱ operationsȱ andȱ underperformingȱ assetsȱ

(42%),ȱaȱpartȱofȱaȱmerger/acquisitionȱplanȱ(22%),ȱimprovementȱofȱinformationȱflowsȱandȱ

gainingȱaȱbetterȱaccessȱtoȱcapitalȱmarketsȱ(20%)11.ȱThisȱpreliminaryȱevidenceȱsupportsȱtheȱ

predictionsȱofȱrefocusing,ȱasymmetricȱ information,ȱandȱcorporateȱcontrolȱhypothesesȱonȱ

theȱfactorsȱaffectingȱspinȬoffȱdecision.ȱȱ

IV.B.ȱCORPORATEȱCONTROLȱEVENTSȱBEFOREȱSPINȬOFFȱDECISIONȱȱȱ

                                                           
10 Ahn and Denis (2004) compute the excess value following the methodology proposed by Rajan et al. (2000). 
However, our diversification discount calculation is very much similar. Our findings are also consistent with empirical 
results presented in Berger and Ofek (1999) and Dittmar and Shivdasani (2003). These papers show that refocusing firms 
experience a mean value destruction of about 30% at time of divestiture-related announcements, which include asset 
sales and spin-offs.    
11 The total percentage of motivations is greater than 100% because several announcements reported more than one 
reason for undertaking the spin-off.   
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InȱthisȱsectionȱweȱinvestigateȱwhetherȱmarketȱdisciplineȱaffectsȱspinȬoffȱdecisionȱinȱ

Europe.ȱPastȱresearchȱonȱrestructuringȱofȱUSȱfirmsȱ(see,ȱe.g.ȱDenisȱetȱal.ȱ(1997),ȱBergerȱandȱ

Ofekȱ (1999),ȱ andȱ Dittmarȱ andȱ Shivdasaniȱ (2003)),ȱ haveȱ foundȱ thatȱ corporateȱ controlȱ

changesȱ areȱ commonȱ beforeȱ theseȱ events.ȱ Moreover,ȱ someȱ studiesȱ onȱ USȱ spinȬoffsȱ

highlightȱtheȱroleȱofȱcorporateȱgovernanceȱinȱincreasingȱtheȱprobabilityȱofȱundertakingȱaȱ

spinȬoffȱ(see,ȱe.g.ȱWruckȱandȱWruckȱ(2002)ȱandȱAhnȱandȱWalkerȱ(2006)).ȱȱ

Tableȱ 2ȱ reportsȱ theȱ frequencyȱ ofȱ severalȱ corporateȱ controlȱ andȱ capitalȱ structureȱ

eventsȱobservedȱduringȱtheȱtimeȱperiodȱfromȱ12ȱmonthsȱbeforeȱtoȱ1ȱmonthȱafterȱtheȱspinȬ

offȱannouncementȱbothȱforȱparentsȱandȱtheirȱcontrolȬfirms.ȱAȱCEOȱchangeȱoccurredȱinȱ32ȱ

parentȬfirmsȱ (33%)ȱpriorȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoff,ȱwhereasȱ itȱ isȱobservedȱ inȱonlyȱ10ȱcontrolȬfirmsȱ

(10%)ȱ inȱ theȱsameȱ timeȱperiod,ȱwithȱdifferenceȱbeingȱstatisticallyȱsignificantȱatȱ1%ȱ level.ȱ

Weȱ alsoȱ findȱ thatȱ parentsȱ receivedȱ aȱmergerȱ proposalȱ orȱwereȱ aȱ targetȱ ofȱ aȱ takeoverȱ

attemptȱbeforeȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ inȱ18%ȱofȱcases,ȱwhileȱonlyȱ3%ȱofȱcontrolȬfirmsȱexperiencedȱ

suchȱpressure.ȱTheȱtwoȱratesȱareȱsignificantlyȱdifferentȱatȱ1%ȱlevel.ȱOtherȱtypesȱofȱeventsȱ

whereȱweȱdetectȱaȱstatisticallyȱsignificantȱdifferenceȱbetweenȱparentsȱandȱtheirȱcontrolsȱisȱ

observedȱ forȱ outsideȱ investorsȱ (definedȱ asȱpensionȱ funds,ȱ hedgeȱ fundsȱ andȱ individualȱ

blockȬholders)ȱ activismȱ andȱ theȱ establishmentȱ ofȱ newȱ compensationȱ plansȱ forȱ topȱ

managers.ȱEventsȱrelatedȱtoȱfinancialȱdistressȱdecisionsȱandȱcapitalȱstructureȱchangesȱareȱ

alsoȱ observedȱ duringȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ timeȱ period,ȱ butȱ theirȱ frequencyȱ isȱ notȱ

statisticallyȱ differentȱ fromȱ thatȱ ofȱ matchedȬfirms.ȱ Overall,ȱ 81ȱ parentȬfirmsȱ (84%)ȱ

undertakingȱaȱspinȬoffȱexperienceȱatȱ leastȱoneȱcorporateȱcontrolȱeventȱ inȱ theȱ13ȱmonthsȱ

surroundingȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ decision.ȱ However,ȱ whatȱ isȱ remarkableȱ isȱ thatȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementȱstatementsȱalmostȱneverȱmentionȱexternalȱpressures,ȱtakeoverȱthreatsȱandȱ

otherȱ factsȱ weȱ uncoverȱ inȱ ourȱ search.ȱ Takenȱ allȱ together,ȱ theseȱ resultsȱ confirmȱ theȱ

intuitionsȱ ofȱ bothȱ theȱmanagerialȱ incentivesȱ andȱ corporateȱ controlȱ hypothesesȱ onȱ theȱ

economicȱfactorsȱaffectingȱspinȬoffȱdecisions.ȱȱȱ

ȱ
[ȱInsertȱTableȱ2ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ

ȱ
IV.C.ȱTHEȱDETERMINANTSȱOFȱCORPORATEȱSPINȬOFFȱDECISIONȱȱȱ

TheȱresultsȱofȱunivariateȱanalysisȱofȱpreviousȱsectionȱshowȱthatȱCEOȱturnoverȱandȱ

disciplineȱ imposedȱbyȱ theȱmarketȱforȱcorporateȱcontrolȱareȱ importantȱeventsȱaroundȱ theȱ

timeȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ decisionȱ isȱ publiclyȱ announced.ȱ Inȱ thisȱ sectionȱweȱ tackleȱdirectlyȱ theȱ
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issueȱ ofȱ theȱ determinantsȱ ofȱ spinȬoffȱ decisionȱ byȱ estimatingȱ severalȱ logitȱ regressionȱ

modelsȱtoȱdetermineȱwhetherȱunivariateȱresultsȱholdȱafterȱcontrollingȱforȱotherȱvariablesȱ

associatedȱwithȱspinȬoffȱdecision.ȱTheȱdependentȱvariableȱofȱlogitȱmodelsȱ isȱanȱindicatorȱ

equalȱtoȱ1ȱforȱparentȬfirmsȱandȱ0ȱforȱcontrolȱfirmsȱmatchedȱonȱindustry,ȱsize,ȱcountry,ȱandȱ

bookȬtoȬmarketȱratioȱandȱthatȱdidȱnotȱundertakeȱspinȬoffsȱduringȱallȱperiodȱofȱstudy.ȱȱȱ

WeȱemployȱspecificȱvariablesȱtoȱtestȱpredictionsȱofȱtheȱtheoreticalȱliteratureȱonȱspinȬ

offs.ȱTheȱCEOȱCHANGEȱandȱCOMPENSATIONȱPLANSȱareȱdummyȱvariablesȱwhichȱtakeȱ

theȱvalueȱofȱ1ȱwhenȱaȱCEOȱchangeȱandȱaȱnewȱtopȱmanagementȱcompensationȱplanȱhaveȱ

beenȱ announcedȱ and/orȱ realizedȱ inȱ theȱ yearȱ beforeȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ date.ȱ Bothȱ

variablesȱ areȱ predictedȱ byȱ theȱ managerialȱ incentivesȱ hypothesisȱ toȱ exertȱ aȱ positiveȱ

influenceȱ onȱ theȱ likelihoodȱ ofȱ aȱ spinȬoff.ȱ Theȱ TAKEOVERȱ THREATȱ variableȱ isȱ linkedȱ

directlyȱtoȱtheȱpredictionsȱofȱChemmanurȱandȱYan’sȱ(2004)ȱcorporateȱcontrolȱtheory.ȱTheȱ

variableȱisȱconstructedȱasȱaȱdummyȱthatȱtakesȱtheȱvalueȱofȱ1ȱwhetherȱeitherȱaȱmergerȱorȱaȱ

controllingȱacquisitionȱwereȱannounced/attemptedȱinȱtheȱtwelveȱmonthsȱbeforeȱtheȱspinȬ

offȱ announcementȱ date.ȱAlsoȱ linkedȱ toȱ theȱ corporateȱ controlȱ theoryȱ areȱ theȱ variablesȱ

DIVESTITURESȱ andȱACQUISITIONS.ȱTheyȱmeasure,ȱ respectively,ȱ theȱnumberȱ ofȱ assetȱ

salesȱ andȱ acquisitionsȱ completedȱ byȱ theȱ firmȱ inȱ theȱ twelveȱ monthsȱ beforeȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementȱdate.ȱTheȱtwoȱvariablesȱareȱalsoȱproxiesȱforȱtheȱintensityȱofȱtheȱmarketȱforȱ

corporateȱcontrolȱandȱitȱisȱpredictedȱthatȱtheyȱwillȱbeȱpositivelyȱassociatedȱwithȱtheȱspinȬ

offȱdecision.ȱTheȱvariableȱANALYSTSȱFORECASTȱ isȱ theȱ forecastȱ errorȱofȱmeanȱanalystȱ

estimateȱ ofȱ firmȱ earningsȱperȱ shareȱ (source:ȱ I/B/E/S)ȱ inȱ theȱ yearȱprecedingȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementȱ date.ȱ Theȱ variableȱ isȱ directlyȱ linkedȱ toȱ theȱ predictionsȱ ofȱ asymmetricȱ

informationȱ theoryȱ ofȱ spinȬoffsȱ (e.g.ȱ Habibȱ etȱ al.ȱ (1997))ȱ andȱ hasȱ beenȱ usedȱ inȱ priorȱ

empiricalȱ researchȱ (e.g.ȱKrishnaswamiȱandȱSubramaniamȱ (1999)).ȱ Itȱpredictsȱ thatȱhigherȱ

analystȱforecastȱerrorȱwillȱbeȱassociatedȱwithȱhigherȱinformationȱasymmetriesȱandȱitȱwillȱ

positivelyȱ affectȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ decision.ȱ DIVERSIFICATIONȱ VALUEȱ isȱ computedȱ asȱ inȱ

BergerȱandȱOfekȱ(1995)ȱbyȱestimatingȱtheȱdifferenceȱbetweenȱtheȱmarketȱvalueȱofȱtheȱfirmȱ

andȱtheȱsumȱofȱtheȱimputedȱvalueȱofȱallȱtheȱfirm’sȱsegments,ȱbasedȱonȱtheȱsalesȬmultiplierȱ

valuationȱ methodȱ ofȱ theȱ standȬaloneȱ firms.ȱ Tableȱ 1,ȱ panelȱ C,ȱ hasȱ shownȱ thatȱmultiȬ

segmentȱ parentȬfirmsȱ typicallyȱ sufferȱ fromȱ aȱ largeȱ andȱ significantȱ valueȱ lossȱ fromȱ

diversificationȱ inȱ theȱyearȱbeforeȱ spinȬoffȱannouncementȱdate.ȱTheȱdiversificationȱvalueȱ

variableȱisȱalsoȱrelatedȱtoȱtheȱasymmetricȱinformationȱtheory,ȱasȱundervaluedȱfirmsȱwishȱ
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toȱ undertakeȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ toȱ beȱ correctlyȱ valuedȱ byȱ capitalȱmarketsȱ andȱ reduceȱ adverseȱ

selectionȱ costsȱ (Nandaȱ andȱ Narayananȱ (1999)).ȱ Weȱ predictȱ anȱ inverseȱ relationshipȱ

betweenȱtheȱfirm’sȱdiversificationȱvalueȱandȱtheȱlikelihoodȱofȱspinȬoffȱdecision,ȱsinceȱtheȱ

lowerȱisȱtheȱdiversificationȱvalueȱ(theȱdiscount),ȱtheȱhigherȱwillȱbeȱtheȱprobabilityȱaȱfirmȱ

willȱundertakeȱtheȱspinȬoff.ȱȱȱ

Theȱ logitȱ regressionȱmodelsȱ includeȱ aȱ fixedȱ setȱofȱ threeȱ independentȱvariablesȱ toȱ

controlȱ forȱ firm’sȱperformance,ȱdegreeȱofȱdiversification,ȱandȱgrowthȱ rate,ȱallȱmeasuredȱ

beforeȱ theȱspinȬoffȱpublicȱannouncementȱdate.ȱSimilarȱvariablesȱhaveȱbeenȱusedȱ inȱpriorȱ

empiricalȱresearchȱ (e.g.ȱKrishnaswamiȱandȱSubramaniamȱ (1999)).ȱFurther,ȱasȱtheȱsampleȱ

ofȱ parentsȱ andȱmatchedȱ firmsȱ includedȱ inȱ theȱ logitȱ regressionsȱ areȱ ofȱ sameȱ industry,ȱ

similarȱ sizeȱ andȱ bookȱ toȱmarketȱ ratio,ȱweȱneedȱnotȱ toȱ controlȱ forȱ theseȱ specificȱ factorsȱ

whichȱcouldȱbeȱcorrelatedȱwithȱspinȬoffȱdecision.12ȱȱ

Theȱ logitȱ regressionȱ (1)ȱ inȱ Tableȱ 3ȱ showsȱ thatȱ theȱ CEOȱ CHANGEȱ variableȱ isȱ

significantlyȱ positivelyȱ relatedȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ decision,ȱ consistentȱwithȱ theȱmanagerialȱ

incentivesȱ hypothesis.ȱ Nextȱ logitȱ regressionȱ (2)ȱ indicatesȱ thatȱ theȱ variableȱ

COMPENSATIONȱPLANȱisȱpositivelyȱassociatedȱwithȱtheȱspinȬoffȱdecision,ȱbutȱitȱisȱnotȱ

significantȱ atȱ conventionalȱ level.ȱ Comparingȱ theȱ firstȱ twoȱ regressionsȱ PseudoȬR2ȱ weȱ

observeȱtheȱmuchȱhigherȱeffectȱofȱCEOȱCHANGEȱonȱtheȱspinȬoffȱdecision.ȱLogitȱmodelȱ(3)ȱ

showsȱthatȱTAKEOVERȱTHREATȱisȱaȱhighlyȱsignificantȱdeterminantȱofȱspinȬoffȱdecision:ȱ

theȱ estimatedȱ coefficientȱ isȱ significantȱ atȱ theȱ 1%ȱ levelȱ andȱ theȱ regressionȱ isȱ highlyȱ

significant.ȱ Thisȱ resultȱ isȱ consistentȱ withȱ discipliningȱ effectsȱ ofȱ marketȱ forȱ corporateȱ

control,ȱ asȱ predictedȱ byȱ theȱ corporateȱ controlȱ theoryȱ ofȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Logitȱmodelȱ (4)ȱ testȱ

directlyȱoneȱ implicationȱofȱ theȱasymmetricȱ informationȱhypothesis.ȱModelȱ (4)ȱusesȱ ȱ theȱ

financialȱanalystȱmeanȱforecastȱerrorȱonȱearningsȱperȱshare,ȱandȱtheȱestimatedȱcoefficientȱ

isȱ positiveȱ asȱ predictedȱ byȱ theory,ȱ butȱ itȱ isȱ notȱ significantȱ atȱ conventionalȱ level.ȱ Logitȱ

regressionȱ(5)ȱusesȱtheȱdiversificationȱdiscountȱasȱanȱalternativeȱproxyȱofȱtheȱasymmetricȱ

informationȱhypothesis.ȱ ȱAlthoughȱ theȱsampleȱsizeȱ isȱreducedȱdueȱtoȱmissingȱsegmentalȱ

data,ȱ theȱ estimatedȱ coefficientȱ isȱ ofȱ predictedȱ signȱ andȱ significantȱ atȱ 10%ȱ level.ȱ

Regressionsȱ (6)ȱ andȱ (7)ȱ useȱ theȱ DIVESTITURESȱ andȱ ACQUISITIONSȱ variablesȱ asȱ

                                                           
12 Our control variables are: 1) operating performance ratio (ROA); 2) Sales based Herfindahl index (HERFINDAHL); 3) 
average sales growth of past three years (SALES GROWTH). We also run logit regressions using alternative control 
measures. We use previous year parent’s stock return to replace ROA; the number of segments at the 3-digit SIC code 
level (SEGMENTS) to replace HERFINDAHL, and 3) the average R&D expenses of past three years (R&D RATIO) to 
replace SALES GROWTH. When we use a different set of control variables we obtain similar results.  
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alternativeȱ proxiesȱ toȱ testȱ theȱ corporateȱ controlȱ hypothesis.ȱ Inȱ allȱ theȱ casesȱ estimatedȱ

coefficientsȱareȱpositiveȱasȱexpected,ȱyetȱnotȱsignificantȱatȱconventionalȱlevels.ȱȱ

[InsertȱTableȱ3ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ
ȱ

Overall,ȱ logitȱ regressionȱ resultsȱ confirmȱ predictionsȱ ofȱ bothȱ theȱ managerialȱ

incentivesȱ andȱ corporateȱ controlȱ hypotheses.ȱ Weȱ findȱ onlyȱ weakȱ supportȱ forȱ theȱ

asymmetricȱ informationȱ theory,ȱbasedȱonȱvariablesȱrelatedȱ toȱfinancialȱanalysts’ȱforecastȱ

errorȱ andȱ parentȬfirmȱ relativeȱ valuation.ȱ Theȱ empiricalȱ resultsȱ onȱ theȱ determinantsȱ ofȱ

Europeanȱ spinȬoffsȱ areȱ novel,ȱ andȱ toȱ aȱ certainȱ extentȱ surprisingȱ givenȱ theȱ prevailingȱ

ownershipȱstructure,ȱcorporateȱgovernanceȱandȱmarketȱmechanisms.ȱȱȱ

IV.D.ȱPARENTȱFIRMSȱANNOUNCEMENTȱRETURNSȱ

Inȱ thisȱsectionȱweȱreportȱevidenceȱofȱspinȬoffȱannouncementȱreturnsȱ forȱEuropeanȱ

parents.ȱWeȱ estimateȱ aȱmarketȱmodelȱ eventȬstudyȱmethodologyȱ asȱdescribedȱ inȱBrownȱ

andȱWarnerȱ(1985)13.ȱWeȱfocusȱonȱtheȱthreeȱdaysȱannouncementȱwindowȱ(Ȭ1,0,+1),ȱwhereȱ

dayȱ0ȱisȱtheȱannouncementȱdayȱretrievedȱeitherȱfromȱThomsonȱONEȱBankerȱdatabaseȱorȱ

anȱ earlierȱ announcementȱ dateȱ foundȱ inȱ Lexis/Nexisȱ orȱ nationalȱ pressȱ databases.ȱ Theȱ

cumulativeȱabnormalȱreturnsȱ(CARs)ȱtoȱparentȬfirmsȱinȱsampleȱareȱsummarizedȱinȱTableȱ

4.ȱȱConsistentȱwithȱexistingȱliterature,ȱweȱfindȱanȱaverageȱCARȱofȱ4.8%ȱ(medianȱ2.7%)ȱforȱ

theȱwholeȱ sampleȱ ofȱEuropeanȱ spinȬoffs.ȱBothȱmeanȱ andȱmedianȱ areȱ significantȱ atȱ 1%ȱ

level,ȱandȱaboutȱ65%ȱofȱ theȱ sampleȱexhibitȱpositiveȱannouncementȱ returns14.ȱMoreover,ȱ

theȱincreaseȱinȱparentȬfirmȱshareholders’ȱwealthȱaveragesȱ€ȱ26ȱmillionȱ(medianȱ€8ȱmillion)ȱ

andȱitȱtranslatesȱintoȱaboutȱ10%ȱofȱtheȱendȬofȬexȬmonthȱmarketȱvalueȱofȱtheȱspunȬoffȱunit.ȱȱ

ȱ
[InsertȱTableȱ4ȱaboutȱhere]ȱ

ȱ
Weȱ thenȱ turnȱ ourȱ attentionȱ toȱ differencesȱ inȱ abnormalȱ returnsȱ betweenȱ spinȬoffȱ

subgroups.ȱ First,ȱweȱ documentȱ theȱ differenceȱ betweenȱ focusȱ andȱ nonȬfocusȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ

Earlierȱ studiesȱ ofȱUSȱ spinȬoffsȱ foundȱ thatȱ announcementȱ effectsȱ ofȱ focusingȱ increasingȱ

                                                                                                                                                                         
 
13 We assume that a domestic one-factor model represents the returns generating process: itmtiiit RR HED �� , where itR is 
the return of security i on day t, mtR is the return of the DataStream General market index of the parent-firm country on 
day t, and itH  is a random error term. For each security, the market model is computed over days -220 and -21 relative to 
the announcement date of the spin-off (day 0). To take into consideration possible problems of non-synchronous trading, 
each regression was run using the Scholes-Williams (1977) procedure, and OLS coefficients were adjusted accordingly. 
Finally, to test for significance of abnormal returns we follow Dodd and Warner (1983) method of aggregating 
standardised abnormal returns.   
14 Results computed over windows of (-1,0), (-2,+2) and (-5,+5) are similar to those for the (-1,+1) event window.    
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spinȬoffsȱareȱ largerȱthanȱnonȬfocusingȱspinȬoffs15,ȱwhichȱ isȱconsistentȱwithȱpredictionsȱofȱ

theȱfocusȱtheory.ȱInȱthisȱstudyȱweȱdefineȱaȱfocusȱincreasingȱspinȬoffȱwhenȱtheȱparentȬfirmȱ

andȱsubsidiaryȬfirmȱoperateȱ inȱdifferentȱ twoȬdigitȱStandardȱIndustryȱClassificationȱ(SIC)ȱ

codes.16ȱOurȱ resultsȱ showȱ thatȱ theȱ averageȱCARsȱ ofȱ focusȱ increasingȱ spinȬoffsȱ isȱ 5.7%,ȱ

significantlyȱ greaterȱ (atȱ 10%ȱ level)ȱ thanȱ theȱ 3.3%ȱweȱdetectȱ forȱ nonȬfocusingȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ

However,ȱ thereȱ isȱ noȱ significantȱ differenceȱ inȱ theȱ twoȱ groups’ȱmedianȱ CARs.ȱ Second,ȱ

whenȱ weȱ splitȱ theȱ sampleȱ betweenȱ internallyȱ developedȱ andȱ previouslyȱ acquiredȱ

subsidiariesȱweȱfindȱthatȱpreviouslyȱacquiredȱspinȬoffsȱexhibitȱmuchȱlargerȱannouncementȱ

effects.ȱTheȱdifferenceȱofȱaverageȱCARsȱbetweenȱtheȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱandȱpreviouslyȱ

acquiredȱsubȬgroupsȱ isȱsignificantȱatȱ theȱ5%ȱ level,ȱbutȱmedianȱCARsȱareȱnotȱstatisticallyȱ

differentȱ fromȱ eachȱ others.ȱ Thisȱ resultȱ isȱ consistentȱwithȱ theȱ “correctionȬofȬaȬmistake”ȱ

hypothesisȱofȱAllenȱetȱal.ȱ(1995).ȱThird,ȱweȱdivideȱtheȱsubȬsampleȱofȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱ

spinȬoffsȱbetweenȱfocusȱandȱnonȬfocus,ȱandȱcomputeȱtheirȱrespectiveȱCARs.ȱOurȱfindingsȱ

showȱ thatȱ thereȱ isȱ noȱ significantȱ differenceȱ betweenȱmeanȱ andȱmedianȱ announcementȱ

effectsȱofȱfocusȱandȱnonȬfocusȱspinȬoffsȱwhenȱweȱconditionȱonȱspinȬoff’sȱorigin.ȱThisȱresultȱ

mayȱalsoȱimplyȱthatȱtheȱgenerallyȱobservedȱhigherȱannouncementȱeffectȱofȱunconditionalȱ

focusingȱspinȬoffsȱ isȱprobablyȱaffectedȱbyȱ theȱhigherȱannouncementȱeffectȱofȱpreviouslyȱ

acquiredȱ subsidiaries.ȱ Inȱ orderȱ toȱ shedȱ lightȱ onȱ ourȱ conjecture,ȱweȱ splitȱ theȱ sampleȱ ofȱ

previouslyȱacquiredȱspinȬoffsȱbetweenȱfocusȱandȱnonȬfocus.ȱFocusȱincreasingȱspinȬoffsȱofȱ

previouslyȱacquiredȱsubsidiariesȱshowȱaȱmuchȱhigherȱannouncementȱeffectȱ(+10,7%)ȱthanȱ

nonȱ focusingȱ spinȬoffsȱ ofȱ priorȱ acquiredȱ unitsȱ (Ȭ0,5%).ȱ Theȱ meanȱ CARsȱ differenceȱ isȱ

statisticallyȱsignificantȱandȱconfirmsȱthatȱtheȱhigherȱannouncementȱeffectȱofȱfocusingȱspinȬ

offsȱ isȱmostlyȱ drivenȱ byȱ theȱ “correctionȬofȬaȬmistake”ȱ hypothesis.ȱ Fourth,ȱweȱ directlyȱ

examineȱoneȱimplicationȱofȱtheȱcorporateȱcontrolȱtheoryȱwhichȱpositsȱthatȱannouncementȱ

effectsȱareȱincreasingȱinȱtheȱextentȱofȱtakeoverȱactivityȱandȱthatȱstockȱmarketsȱareȱableȱtoȱ

anticipateȱthatȱsomeȱspinȬoffsȱareȱundertakenȱtoȱpursueȱaȱmergerȱandȱacquisitionȱstrategy.ȱ

Inȱorderȱ toȱdoȱ that,ȱweȱ splitȱourȱ sampleȱbyȱparentsȱ thatȱwereȱorȱwereȱnotȱ successivelyȱ

                                                           
15 See for example, Daley, Mehrotra and Sivakumar (1997) and Desai and Jain (1999). However, more recently, Gertner, 
Powers and Scharfstein (2002) find insignificant differences in the announcement effects of a US sample of focusing- 
versus non-focusing spin-offs.  
16 To verify consistency of the focus-non focus spin-off classification we also use the Herfindahl index. Using 
Worldscope segment data on sales revenue on individual segments, we compute the index as the sum of squares of each 
segment’s sales revenue as a proportion of total sales revenue. Focus increasing spin-offs are those with an increase in 
the Herfindahl index of the parent firm from the year before the announcement to the spin-off completion year. With 
both approaches we obtain the same classification between focus-increasing and non-focus increasing spin-offs.   
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mergedȱorȱacquiredȱ inȱ theȱ threeȱyearsȱ followingȱ theȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȱyear.ȱNext,ȱweȱ

alsoȱclassifyȱspinȬoffsȱthatȱwereȱorȱwereȱnotȱsuccessivelyȱmergedȱinȱtheȱ3ȱyearsȱfollowingȱ

theȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȱyear.17ȱTableȱ4ȱshowsȱ thatȱalthoughȱallȱ theseȱsubȬgroupsȱexhibitȱ

statisticallyȱsignificantȱannouncementȱmeanȱandȱmedianȱCARs,ȱallȱestimatedȱdifferencesȱ

areȱinsignificant.ȱFinally,ȱweȱinvestigateȱwhetherȱthereȱareȱdifferencesȱacrossȱcountriesȱinȱ

sampleȱ onȱmarketȱ reactionȱ toȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementsȱ (resultsȱnotȱ reported).ȱAlthoughȱ

estimatedȱ CARsȱ forȱ eachȱ countryȱ inȱ sampleȱ differ,ȱ weȱ doȱ notȱ findȱ anyȱ statisticallyȱ

significantȱdifference.ȱȱ

Theȱ evidenceȱ onȱ parentȬfirmsȱ announcementȱ returnsȱ showsȱ thatȱ theȱ focus/nonȬ

focusȱdistinctionȱdoesȱnotȱexplainȱtheȱmarketȱreactionȱonȱEuropeanȱspinȬoffs.ȱInstead,ȱourȱ

resultsȱ indicateȱ thatȱ aȱ significantȱ componentȱ ofȱ theȱ focusȬincreasingȱ explanationȱ ofȱ

announcementȱeffectsȱisȱdrivenȱbyȱtheȱmuchȱhigherȱannouncementȱgainȱgeneratedȱbyȱtheȱ

spinȬoffȱofȱaȱpreviouslyȱacquiredȱsubsidiary,ȱasȱpredictedȱbyȱ theȱcorrectionȬofȬaȬmistakeȱ

hypothesis.ȱ Weȱ alsoȱ findȱ someȱ evidenceȱ ofȱ theȱ impactȱ ofȱ proxiesȱ forȱ informationȱ

asymmetriesȱ onȱ stockȱ pricesȱ changes.ȱ Takenȱ together,ȱ weȱ believeȱ ourȱ resultsȱ areȱ

consistentȱ withȱ theȱ viewsȱ proposedȱ byȱ theȱ correctionȬofȬaȬmistakeȱ hypothesisȱ andȱ

asymmetricȱinformationȱtheory.ȱThereȱisȱnoȱevidenceȱthatȱspinȬoffsȱannouncementȱreturnsȱ

areȱ somehowȱ relatedȱ toȱ predictionsȱ ofȱ managerialȱ incentivesȱ andȱ corporateȱ controlȱ

theories.18ȱȱȱȱ

                                                           
17 Table 4 shows that 13 parents (14% of whole sample) and 15 subsidiaries (15% of whole sample) were merged or 
taken over in the three years following the spin-off. These figures could be compared to Cusatis et al. (1993) who report 
that 14% of both parents and their subsidiaries were taken over or merged in the same time period following the spin-off. 
Similar figures are also reported by Desai and Jain (1999) for 15% of parents, and McConnell et al. (2001) for 13% of 
parents and 16% of subsidiaries. However, a control sample of European firms not involved in a spin-off in the five years 
surrounding (-2,..0,..+2) the spin-off announcement year (year 0) show in the same time period that 33% of parent 
control firms and 10% of subsidiary control firms are merged or taken over. It follows that parents in sample are less 
likely, and subsidiaries in sample are more likely to merge after the spin-off when compared to similar firms. Further, it 
is worth noting that our sample period is characterized by an increase of both domestic and cross-border mergers across 
European markets.   
ȱ
 

18 A different approach to testing the focus-increasing hypothesis is to document the stock price effects for other 
firms in the same industry. The information conveyed by spin-off announcements may be relevant for rivals in at least 
two ways. First, the information may reflect economic conditions facing the industry as a whole. Second, the information 
may reflect change in the competitive balance within the industry. Thus, in principle, spin-offs announcements can have 
positive, negative or insignificant price effects on rivals. We implement this test by constructing a sample of parent rivals 
based on four-digit (or three-digit if four-digit is not available) SIC codes searching through the whole European 
databases of Datastream International, Global Vantage and Amadeus. We then run the event study and compute 
abnormal returns following the same methodology applied to parents in sample. We obtain the following results: a) rival 
firms show no significant price reaction when spin-offs are classified as either focus-increasing or non-focus-increasing; 
b) rival share prices are negatively and significantly affected when the announcement is related to internally developed 
subsidiaries; c) a positive – although statistically insignificant - price impact is observed for rival firms at the 
announcement of the spin-off of a previously acquired subsidiary. Furthermore, tests of mean and median differences 
between the sub-groups are all statistically significant at the 5% level. These results contradict the predictions of focus-
increasing hypothesis and show some evidence that internally developed spin-offs are expected to generate efficiency 
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IV.EȱMULTIVARIATEȱANALYSISȱOFȱSPINȬOFFȱANNOUNCEMENTȱRETURNSȱ

Inȱ thisȱ section,ȱweȱ useȱmultivariateȱ regressionȱmodelsȱ toȱ testȱ variousȱ theoriesȱ

explainingȱpriceȱ effectsȱ associatedȱwithȱ spinȬoffȱ announcements.ȱWeȱ selectȱ explanatoryȱ

variablesȱbyȱ followingȱpreviousȱstudiesȱandȱ insertingȱnewȱcontrolȱvariablesȱ thatȱareȱnotȱ

yetȱtestedȱinȱtheȱspinȬoffȱliterature.ȱȱ

TheȱspinȬoffȱsizeȱisȱmeasuredȱasȱtheȱratioȱofȱsubsidiaryȱmarketȱvalueȱatȱtheȱendȱofȱ

spinȬoffȱ completionȱmonthȱ toȱ theȱ totalȱ firmȱvalueȱbeforeȱ theȱannouncementȱ (RELSIZE).ȱ

Previousȱstudiesȱhaveȱshownȱthatȱthisȱvariableȱisȱaȱsignificantȱfactorȱinȱexplainingȱparentsȱ

announcementȱeffects,ȱandȱitȱisȱoftenȱassociatedȱwithȱevidenceȱofȱefficiencyȱimprovementsȱ

fromȱspinȬoffs.ȱTheȱfocusȱ(FOCUS)ȱindicatorȱisȱaȱdummyȱthatȱisȱsetȱtoȱ1ȱifȱtheȱparentȱandȱ

subsidiaryȱhaveȱdifferentȱ twoȬdigitȱSICȱcodesȱandȱ isȱusedȱ toȱ testȱ theȱmainȱpredictionȱofȱ

focusȱ increasingȱ theory.ȱUnivariateȱevidenceȱofȱshareholders’ȱwealthȱcreationȱ inȱTableȱ4ȱ

haveȱshownȱthatȱshareȱpriceȱchangesȱassociatedȱwithȱfocusȬincreasingȱspinȬoffsȱareȱmostlyȱ

influencedȱbyȱtheȱspinȬoffȱannouncementȱofȱpreviouslyȱacquiredȱsubsidiariesȱoperatingȱinȱ

unrelatedȱbusiness.ȱWeȱcontrolȱ forȱ thisȱ factorȱbyȱaddingȱanȱ interactionȱdummyȱ (FOCUSȱ

PASTACQ)ȱwhichȱ takesȱ theȱvalueȱofȱ1ȱ ifȱ theȱparentȱandȱ subsidiaryȱhaveȱdifferentȱ twoȬ

digitȱ SICȱ codesȱ andȱ theȱ subsidiaryȱ originatedȱ fromȱ aȱpriorȱ acquisition.ȱ Inȱ additionȱweȱ

insertȱ furtherȱcontrolȱvariables:ȱaȱdummyȱ thatȱ takesȱ theȱvalueȱofȱ1ȱ ifȱ theȱsubsidiaryȱwasȱ

createdȱfromȱparent’sȱpastȱacquisitionȱ(PREVIOUSLYȱACQUIREDȱSPINȬOFF),ȱtheȱmedianȱ

industryȱ (definedȱ atȱ twoȬdigitȱ SICȱ codeȱ level)ȱ Tobin’sȱ Qȱ ofȱ bothȱ theȱ parentȬfirmȱ (QȬ

PARENTȱINDUSTRY)ȱandȱsubsidiaryȬfirmȱ(QȬSPINOFFȱINDUSTRY)ȱatȱtheȱendȬofȬmonthȱ

priorȱ toȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ date.ȱ Further,ȱweȱ useȱ aȱ salesȬbasedȱHerfindahlȱ indexȱ

(HERFINDAHL)ȱtoȱcontrolȱforȱtheȱclaimȱthatȱthatȱparentȬfirm’sȱannouncementȱshareȱpriceȱ

changesȱ areȱ relatedȱ toȱ theȱdegreeȱ ofȱ firmȱdiversification.ȱWeȱ expectȱ toȱ findȱ aȱnegativeȱ

relationȱ betweenȱ parentȬfirmȱ announcementȱ excessȱ returnsȱ andȱ theȱHerfindahlȱ index,ȱ

sinceȱ theȱ lowerȱ isȱ theȱ indexȱ theȱ higherȱ isȱ theȱ firmȱ extentȱ ofȱ diversification.ȱ Parentsȱ

announcingȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ areȱ typicallyȱ refocusingȱ andȱ decreasingȱ theȱ degreeȱ ofȱ

diversification,ȱwhichȱ shouldȱ captureȱ someȱ furtherȱ efficiencyȱ improvementȱ expectedȱ atȱ

timeȱofȱspinȬoffȱannouncement.ȱȱ

                                                                                                                                                                         
improvements, maybe at the expense of competitors. The rival firms weakly positive reaction to previously acquired 
spin-offs suggests that competitors may gain from the listing of these units, perhaps because of the future availability of 
potential target firms; a result that would be consistent with predictions of corporate control hypothesis. Rival firms 
announcement returns are not tabulated, however they are available from authors upon request. 
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Theȱ asymmetricȱ informationȱ hypothesisȱ predictsȱ thatȱ valueȱ creationȱ atȱ spinȬoffȱ

announcementȱdateȱshouldȱbeȱlargerȱwhenȱinformationȱasymmetriesȱareȱlargerȱbeforeȱtheȱ

breakȬupȱandȱ theȱ firmȱ isȱmoreȱundervalued.ȱWeȱuseȱ theȱ residualȱ standardȱdeviationȱofȱ

marketȬmodelȬadjustedȱ dailyȱ stockȱ returnsȱ (RESIDUALȱ STD)ȱ inȱ theȱ eventȱ studyȱ

estimationȱperiodȱ (Ȭ220,ȱ Ȭ21)ȱ asȱ theȱ firstȱproxyȱ forȱ theȱ levelȱ ofȱ asymmetricȱ informationȱ

priorȱ toȱ spinȬoffȱ announcement.ȱ FollowingȱKrishnaswamiȱ andȱ Subramaniamȱ (1999),ȱ inȱ

additionȱ weȱ useȱ anotherȱ measureȱ ofȱ informationȱ asymmetry,ȱ namelyȱ theȱ standardȱ

deviationȱofȱfinancialȱanalysts’ȱearningsȱforecastsȱmadeȱinȱtheȱmonthȱprecedingȱtheȱspinȬ

offȱ announcementȱ dateȱ (ANALYSTȱ STDȱ FORECAST),ȱ asȱ reportedȱ onȱ theȱ Institutionalȱ

BrokersȱEstimateȱSystemȱ(IBES)ȱdatabase.ȱȱȱ

Theȱcorporateȱcontrolȱhypothesisȱpredictsȱthatȱannouncementȱeffectsȱareȱrelatedȱtoȱ

theȱ extentȱ ofȱ takeoverȱ activityȱ inȱ theȱ parentȬfirmȱ andȱ subsidiaryȬfirmȱ industries.ȱWeȱ

constructȱ twoȱ typesȱofȱvariablesȱ toȱ testȱ theȱpredictedȱpositiveȱrelationȱbetweenȱ takeoverȱ

activityȱ andȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ effects.ȱTheȱ firstȱ typeȱ isȱ aȱdummyȱ thatȱ takesȱ 1ȱ forȱ

eitherȱparentsȱ(PARENTȱMERGERȱDUMMY)ȱorȱspinȬoffsȱ(SPINOFFȱMERGERȱDUMMY)ȱ

thatȱwereȱinvolvedȱinȱaȱmergerȱorȱwereȱtakenȱoverȱinȱtheȱthreeȬȱyearȱperiodȱfollowingȱtheȱ

spinȬoffȱ completionȱ month.ȱ Theȱ secondȱ variableȱ isȱ theȱ ratioȱ ofȱ corporateȱ controlȱ

transactionsȱ (€ȱ million)ȱ inȱ theȱ twelveȱ monthȱ priorȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ forȱ

Europeanȱ firmsȱofȱ sameȱ industryȱ (2ȬdigitȱSICȱ codes)ȱ toȱ theȱgrandȱ totalȱofȱallȱEuropeanȱ

corporateȱcontrolȱtransactionsȱoverȱtheȱsameȱtimeȱasȱreportedȱinȱtheȱThomsonȱOneȱBankerȱ

Mergersȱ andȱ Acquisitionsȱ database.ȱ Ourȱ definitionȱ ofȱ corporateȱ controlȱ transactionsȱ

includesȱmergers,ȱacquisitionsȱandȱbuyouts.ȱȱ

Twoȱ independentȱ variablesȱ relatedȱ toȱ corporateȱ governanceȱ effectsȱ areȱ alsoȱ

insertedȱinȱtheȱabnormalȱreturnȱregressionȱmodels.ȱTheȱfirstȱvariableȱisȱtheȱLaȱPortaȱetȱal.ȱ

(1998)ȱ shareholderȱ rightsȱ protection,ȱ whichȱ isȱ aȱ proxyȱ forȱ goodȱ governanceȱ

(ANTIDIRECTORȱ RIGHTS).ȱ Itȱ predictsȱ thatȱ theȱ higherȱ theȱ countryȱ indexȱ theȱ higherȱ

shouldȱ beȱ theȱmarketȱ reactionȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ announcement.ȱTheȱ secondȱ variableȱ isȱ aȱ

dummyȱthatȱtakesȱtheȱvalueȱofȱ1ȱifȱtheȱparentȬfirmȱexperiencedȱtopȱmanagementȱturnover,ȱ

boardȱchanges,ȱoutsideȱshareholderȱpressures,ȱandȱchangesȱinȱmanagementȱcompensationȱ

plansȱ inȱ theȱ 12Ȭmonthȱ periodȱ priorȱ toȱ spinȬoffȱ announcementȱ dateȱ (GOVERNANCEȱ

CHANGES).ȱWeȱexpectȱaȱpositiveȱrelationȱbetweenȱrecentȱgovernanceȱchangesȱandȱspinȬ

offȱ shareholderȱ wealthȱ effects.ȱ Finally,ȱ toȱ controlȱ forȱ possibleȱ countryȱ effectsȱ inȱ ourȱ
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geographicallyȱdispersedȱsampleȱweȱinsertȱcountryȱdummiesȱforȱparentsȱincorporatedȱinȱ

Nordicȱcountriesȱ(Denmark,ȱFinland,ȱNorwayȱorȱSweden)ȱ(COUNTRYȱDUMMYȬNordic)ȱ

andȱUKȱandȱIrelandȱ(COUNTRYȱDUMMYȬUKȱ&ȱIreland).ȱȱ

Tableȱ5ȱreportsȱtheȱresultsȱofȱtheȱmultivariateȱanalysisȱofȱdeterminantsȱofȱspinȬoffȱ

announcementȱexcessȱstockȱreturns.ȱȱȱȱȱ

ȱ
[ȱInsertȱTableȱ5ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ

ȱ
Theȱresultsȱshowȱaȱpositiveȱrelationȱbetweenȱtheȱcumulativeȱabnormalȱreturnsȱandȱ

theȱ spinȬoffȱ relativeȱ sizeȱ andȱ alternativeȱ proxiesȱ ofȱ theȱ asymmetricȱ informationȱ

hypothesis.ȱInȱtheȱlatterȱcaseȱeitherȱtheȱstandardȱdeviationȱofȱfinancialȱanalysts’ȱforecastsȱ

orȱtheȱresidualȱmarketȱmodelȱvolatilityȱenterȱtheȱregressionȱmodelȱwithȱtheȱexpectedȱsignȱ

andȱ significantȱ atȱ conventionalȱ levels.ȱOnȱ theȱ contraryȱweȱ findȱ noȱ significantȱ relationȱ

betweenȱannouncementȱeffectȱandȱtheȱrefocusingȱdummy.ȱMoreover,ȱwhenȱweȱconditionȱ

theȱ refocusingȱ dummyȱ onȱ previouslyȱ acquiredȱ subsidiary,ȱ theȱ variableȱ becomesȱ

statisticallyȱsignificantȱatȱ5%ȱlevel,ȱconfirmingȱtheȱunivariateȱresultsȱofȱTableȱ4ȱthatȱmostȱ

ofȱshareholderȱwealthȱeffectsȱofȱrefocusingȱstrategyȱisȱdrivenȱbyȱlargerȱshareȱpriceȱchangesȱ

followingȱ theȱ announcementȱ ofȱ previouslyȱ acquiredȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Theseȱ resultsȱ supportȱ

predictionsȱ ofȱ theȱ efficiencyȱ gain,ȱ theȱ asymmetricȱ informationȱ andȱ theȱ correctionȬofȬaȬ

mistakeȱhypotheses.ȱInȱcontrastȱnoȱsupportȱisȱfoundȱforȱtheȱcorporateȱcontrolȱhypothesis.ȱȱȱȱȱȱ

IV.F.ȱSPINȬOFFȱFIRMSȱLONGȱTERMȱSTOCKȱRETURNSȱ

OurȱmainȱmeasureȱofȱspinȬoffȱefficiencyȱimprovementsȱisȱbasedȱonȱabnormalȱstockȱ

returnsȱobservedȱupȱtoȱthreeȱyearsȱafterȱtheȱtransactionȱisȱcompleted.ȱFurther,ȱweȱexamineȱ

exȬpostȱ operatingȱ performanceȱ forȱ theȱ separatedȱ units,ȱ inȱ orderȱ toȱ provideȱ aȱ differentȱ

perspectiveȱonȱ spinȬoffȱ efficiencyȱ improvements.ȱ Inȱ thisȱ sectionȱweȱ focusȱonȱ longȱ termȱ

abnormalȱstockȱreturnsȱfollowingȱtheȱmonthlyȱcalendarȬtimeȱportfolioȱapproachȱproposedȱ

byȱFamaȱ(1998),ȱandȱusedȱbyȱMitchellȬStaffordȱ(2000)ȱandȱMcConnellȱetȱal.ȱȱ(2001).ȱInȱtheȱ

nextȱsectionȱweȱpresentȱrobustnessȱtestsȱthatȱ lookȱatȱanȱalternativeȱapproachȱtoȱmeasureȱ

longȬrunȱabnormalȱstockȱreturns.ȱ

Weȱ createȱ equallyȬweightedȱ (EW)ȱ andȱ valueȬweightedȱ (VW)ȱportfoliosȱ ofȱparentȬ

firmsȱ andȱ subsidiaryȬfirmsȱ eachȱmonthȱ fromȱ Januaryȱ 1993ȱ toȱOctoberȱ 2006ȱ thatȱwereȱ

involvedȱinȱtheȱspinȬoffȱtransactionȱwithinȱtheȱpreviousȱthreeȱyears,ȱandȱsampleȱfirmsȱareȱ
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includedȱinȱeachȱportfolioȱstartingȱfromȱtheȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȬmonthȱ(exȬmonth)19.ȱWeȱ

followȱtheȱFamaȱandȱFrenchȱ(1993)ȱapproachȱtoȱconstructȱtheȱthreeȱriskȱfactorȱregressionȱ

model,ȱasȱinȱequationȱ(1):ȱ

ȱ
)1()( ,,,,, tppptftMpptftp HMLhSMBsrRbarR H����� � ȱ

ȱ
ȱȱȱȱTheȱmarketȱ excessȬreturnȱ )( ,, tftM rR � ȱ isȱ constructedȱ asȱ theȱdifferenceȱbetweenȱ

theȱvalueȬweightedȱMorganȱStanleyȱInternationalȱEuropeȱindexȱandȱtheȱoneȬmonthȱEuroȱ

interestȱrateȱ(theȱcorrespondingȱGermanȱoneȬmonthȱ interestȱrateȱ isȱusedȱasȱriskȬfreeȱrateȱ

proxyȱ fromȱ Januaryȱ 1993ȱ toȱ Decemberȱ 1998).ȱ Theȱ smallȱ minusȱ bigȱ zeroȬinvestmentȱ

portfolioȱ (SMB)ȱ isȱ computedȱ asȱ theȱ differenceȱ betweenȱ theȱ valueȬweightedȱ Morganȱ

Stanleyȱ InternationalȱEuropeȱSmallȱCapȱ indexȱ andȱ theȱvalueȬweightedȱMorganȱStanleyȱ

InternationalȱEuropeȱ index.ȱTheȱhighȱBE/MEȱ stocksȱminusȱ theȱ lowȱBE/MEȱ stocksȱ zeroȬ

investmentȱportfolioȱ (HML)ȱ isȱ computedȱ asȱ theȱdifferenceȱbetweenȱ theȱvalueȬweightedȱ

MorganȱStanleyȱInternationalȱEuropeȱValueȱStocksȱindexȱandȱtheȱvalueȬweightedȱMorganȱ

StanleyȱInternationalȱEuropeȱGrowthȱStocksȱindex.ȱMonthlyȱreturnsȱareȱconvertedȱtoȱEuroȱ

usingȱDataStreamȱexchangeȱrateȱseries.20ȱWithinȱ theȱFamaȱandȱFrenchȱ(1993)ȱframeworkȱ

theȱintercept,ȱ pa ,ȱmeasuresȱtheȱportfolioȱaverageȱmonthlyȱabnormalȱreturn,ȱandȱitȱisȱzeroȱ

underȱtheȱnullȱhypothesisȱofȱnoȱabnormalȱperformance.ȱȱ

Tableȱ6ȱreportsȱtheȱregressionȱcoefficientȱestimatesȱforȱparentȬfirms.ȱTheȱresultsȱforȱ

theȱwholeȱsampleȱareȱpresentedȱinȱpanelȱA,ȱandȱshowȱthatȱtheȱinterceptȱisȱaȱmonthlyȱ0.5%,ȱ

statisticallyȱ significantȱ forȱbothȱEWȱandȱVWȱportfolios.ȱThisȱ impliesȱ thatȱ investingȱ inȱaȱ

portfolioȱ ofȱ parentȬfirmsȱ undertakingȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ wouldȱ haveȱ earnedȱ anȱ averageȱ riskȬ

adjustedȱreturnȱofȱoverȱ19%ȱoverȱtheȱ3ȬyearȱholdingȱperiodȱfromȱtheȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȱ

month.ȱPanelȱB1ȱofȱTableȱ6ȱreportsȱtheȱresultsȱforȱtheȱfocusȬincreasingȱparents.ȱAlthoughȱ

interceptȱestimatesȱareȱpositiveȱ forȱbothȱEWȱandȱVWȱportfolios,ȱ theirȱ tȬstatisticsȱareȱnotȱ

significantȱ atȱ 5%ȱ level.ȱ Inȱ theȱ panelȱ B2ȱ weȱ reportȱ theȱ estimatesȱ forȱ theȱ nonȬfocusȬ

increasingȱparents.ȱTheȱ resultsȱ showȱ aȱ statisticallyȱ significantȱ 0.8%ȱ forȱ theȱEWȱ andȱ anȱ

                                                           
19 We exclude parent- and subsidiary-firm stock returns from 1989 to 1992 from our calendar-time portfolio tests 
because of small number of observations in those first four years.   
20 It is interesting to note that the European version of the Fama-French (1993) three factor model is statistically similar 
to the US version available in the Kenneth French’s website. In the calendar-time portfolio regression sample period the 
risk factors’ Spearman correlation coefficients are 0.78, 0.21 and 0.22 respectively for market excess return, SMB and 
HML. All correlation coefficients are significant at the 1% level. Moreover, mean and median monthly returns of 
European risk factors are not significantly different from the US Fama-French risk factors.  
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insignificantȱ0.6%ȱ forȱ theȱVWȱportfolio.ȱPanelȱC1ȱofȱTableȱ6ȱshowsȱ theȱestimatesȱ forȱ theȱ

internallyȱdevelopedȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Inȱ thisȱ sampleȱ tooȱweȱuncoverȱ aȱ statisticallyȱ significantȱ

interceptȱinȱtheȱcaseȱofȱtheȱEWȱportfolio,ȱbutȱaȱpositiveȱalthoughȱinsignificantȱestimateȱforȱ

theȱVWȱportfolio.ȱPanelȱC2ȱofȱTableȱ 6ȱ showsȱ theȱ estimatesȱ forȱ theȱpreviouslyȱacquiredȱ

spinȬoffs,ȱandȱnoneȱofȱtheȱinterceptsȱareȱsignificantȱatȱconventionalȱlevels.ȱPanelȱDȱofȱtableȱ

6ȱ reportsȱ resultsȱwhenȱ conditioningȱ onȱ parentsȱ involved/notȱ involvedȱ inȱmergerȱ andȱ

acquisitionȱ activityȱ afterȱ theȱ spinȬoffȱ completion.ȱ Thereȱ areȱ veryȱ fewȱ casesȱ ofȱ parentsȱ

beingȱacquiredȱorȱmergedȱ subsequentlyȱ toȱ theȱ spinȬoff,ȱandȱweȱareȱnotȱableȱ toȱprovideȱ

meaningfulȱ regressionȱ resultsȱ forȱ thatȱ subȬsampleȱ ofȱ parentȬfirms.ȱHowever,ȱ panelȱ Dȱ

reportsȱthatȱparentȬfirmsȱnotȱinvolvedȱinȱmergerȱandȱacquisitionȱtransactionsȱinȱtheȱyearsȱ

followingȱ aȱ spinȬoffȱ generateȱ positiveȱ longȱ termȱ excessȱ returns.ȱ Theȱ estimatesȱ areȱ

statisticallyȱ significantȱ forȱ theȱ EWȱ portfolio,ȱ andȱ alsoȱ positiveȱ althoughȱ ofȱ lowerȱ

significanceȱ levelȱ (10%)ȱ forȱ theȱVWȱ portfolio.ȱ Tableȱ 6ȱ resultsȱ ofȱ parentȬfirmȱ longȱ termȱ

stockȱreturnsȱareȱnovelȱinȱtheȱspinȬoffȱliterature,ȱbutȱcanȱbeȱcomparedȱtoȱearlierȱstudiesȱofȱ

spinȬoffȱlongȱtermȱreturnsȱusingȱdifferentȱempiricalȱmethods.ȱOurȱfindingsȱdoȱnotȱconfirmȱ

neitherȱthatȱparentsȱinvolvedȱinȱtakeoverȱactivityȱareȱcreatingȱvalueȱinȱtheȱlongȱtermȱ(e.g.ȱ

Cusatisȱ etȱ al.ȱ ȱ (1993)),ȱnorȱ thatȱparentsȱ thatȱ increasedȱ theirȱ focusȱ exhibitȱaȱpositiveȱ andȱ

significantȱ stockȱ marketȱ performanceȱ followingȱ spinȬoffsȱ (e.g.ȱ DesaiȬJainȱ (1999)).ȱ Theȱ

resultsȱ suggestȱ insteadȱ thatȱ theȱparentsȱ thatȱengageȱ inȱaȱ spinȬoffȱofȱeitherȱanȱ internallyȱ

developedȱ subsidiary,ȱ orȱ aȱ closeȱ businessȱ segmentȱ (nonȬfocusing),ȱ andȱ avoidȱ beingȱ

involvedȱ inȱ aȱ mergerȱ exhibitȱ higherȱ andȱ moreȱ significantȱ longȬtermȱ stockȱ marketȱ

performanceȱinȱtheȱthreeȱyearsȱfollowingȱspinȬoffs.ȱȱȱ

ȱ
[ȱInsertȱTableȱ6ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ

ȱ
Tableȱ 7ȱ reportsȱ theȱ calendarȬtimeȱ regressionȱ coefficientȱ estimatesȱ forȱ subsidiaryȬ

firms.ȱTheȱresultsȱ forȱspunȬoffȱunitsȱmostlyȱmirrorȱ theȱfindingsȱ forȱparentȬfirms,ȱbutȱareȱ

statisticallyȱmoreȱrobust.ȱResultsȱforȱtheȱwholeȱsampleȱpresentedȱinȱpanelȱAȱshowȱthatȱtheȱ

interceptȱisȱaȱhighlyȱsignificantȱmonthlyȱ0.7%ȱforȱtheȱEWȱportfolioȱandȱaȱ1.2%ȱforȱtheȱVWȱ

portfolio.ȱResultsȱforȱtheȱVWȱportfolioȱimplyȱthatȱinvestingȱinȱaȱportfolioȱofȱspunȬoffȱfirmsȱ

wouldȱhaveȱearnedȱanȱaverageȱriskȬadjustedȱreturnȱofȱoverȱ53%ȱoverȱtheȱ3Ȭyearȱholdingȱ

periodȱfromȱtheȱspinȬoffȱcompletionȱmonth.ȱResultsȱreportedȱinȱpanelȱB2ȱforȱnonȱfocusingȱ

spinȬoffs,ȱinȱpanelȱC1ȱforȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱsubsidiariesȱandȱinȱpanelȱD2ȱforȱspinȬoffsȱ
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notȱ involvedȱ inȱmergerȱ andȱ acquisitionȱ activityȱ allȱ showȱwhichȱ spinȬoffsȱ areȱ creatingȱ

valueȱ throughȱ longȱ termȱ stockȱ returns.ȱOurȱ findingsȱ forȱ spinȬoffsȱdoȱnotȱ confirmȱpastȱ

resultsȱ thatȱ longȱ termȱ valueȱ creationȱ isȱ createdȱ throughȱ eitherȱ takeoverȱ activityȱ (e.g.ȱ

Cusatisȱetȱal.ȱȱ(1993),ȱorȱbyȱundertakingȱfocusȱincreasingȱspinȬoffsȱ(e.g.ȱDesaiȬJainȱ(1999)).ȱȱ

ȱ
[ȱInsertȱTableȱ7ȱaboutȱhereȱ]ȱ

ȱ

IV.G.ȱALTERNATIVEȱMEASUREȱOFȱLONGȱTERMȱABNORMALȱSTOCKȱRETURNSȱ

InȱthisȱsubȬsectionȱweȱexamineȱlongȬtermȱabnormalȱreturnsȱcomputedȱasȱbuyȬandȬ

holdȱreturnsȱ(BHARs)ȱtoȱcheckȱforȱrobustnessȱofȱtheȱevidenceȱprovidedȱbyȱcalendarȬtimeȱ

regressionȱtestsȱandȱmakeȱourȱresultsȱcomparableȱtoȱpreviousȱresearch21.ȱȱ

Famaȱ (1998)ȱ andȱMitchellȬStaffordȱ (2000)ȱ argueȱ thatȱ theȱ BHARsȱ methodologyȱ

couldȱ beȱ severelyȱ flawedȱ becauseȱ itȱ assumesȱ independenceȱ ofȱ multiȬyearȱ abnormalȱ

returnsȱforȱeventȱfirms,ȱproducingȱtestȱstatisticsȱthatȱareȱtypicallyȱtooȱlarge.ȱTheȱsourceȱofȱ

testȱstatisticsȱbiasȱisȱtheȱcrossȬcorrelationȱofȱeventȱfirms,ȱsinceȱmanyȱcorporateȱactionsȱareȱ

notȱrandomȱevents,ȱbutȱtypicallyȱclusterȱbyȱindustryȱandȱbyȱtime.ȱMitchellȬStaffordȱ(2000)ȱ

examineȱ threeȱ largeȱ samplesȱ ofȱUSȱmergers,ȱ equityȱ offersȱ andȱ shareȱ repurchasesȱ andȱ

showȱ thatȱBHARsȱexhibitȱaverageȱpositiveȱcorrelationȱ inȱallȱ threeȱsamples.ȱTheȱaverageȱ

positiveȱ correlationȱ isȱ thenȱ affectingȱ theȱ statisticalȱ inferenceȱofȱBHARs,ȱwhichȱ assumesȱ

theirȱ independence.ȱ Theyȱ proposeȱ toȱ correctȱ standardȱ tȬstatisticsȱ byȱ accountingȱ forȱ

dependenceȱ inȱ individualȱBHARs,ȱandȱpresentȱevidenceȱ thatȱabnormalȱreturnsȱshowȱnoȱ

statisticalȱsignificanceȱforȱtheȱthreeȱeventȱsamples.ȱȱ

Weȱ areȱ notȱ awareȱ ofȱ anyȱ attemptȱ toȱ examineȱ theȱ degreeȱ ofȱ BHARsȱ crossȬ

correlationsȱ usingȱ anȱ internationalȱ sampleȱ ofȱ corporateȱ events.ȱ Weȱ followȱ theȱ

methodologyȱproposedȱbyȱMitchellȱandȱStaffordȱ(2000,ȱAppendix,ȱpp.326Ȭ328)ȱtoȱaccountȱ

forȱcrossȬcorrelationȱofȱindividualȱBHARsȱinȱourȱsampleȱofȱEuropeanȱspinȬoffs,ȱandȱadjustȱ

                                                           
21 BHARs are obtained from two different approaches. In the first, we apply a matching firm methodology by selecting a 
control-firm for each parent or subsidiary from the sample of firms that did not undertake a spin-off in the five years 
centered on the spin-off completion year (-2,..0,..+2), that is headquartered in the same geographic area ( 1) UK and 
Ireland;  2) Nordic Countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden); and 3) Continental Europe (Belgium, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland)), has the same two-digit SIC code and is closest in market value of equity (+/- 
30%) and book-to-market ratio. If we do not find a matching firm in the same geographic area, we rely on the whole 
European data set to identify the closest firm by industry, market value of equity and book-to-market ratio. If the 
matching firm stock return data is missing (e.g. because of merger, going private, etc.), we replace it with the second 
closest matching firm, and so on, if subsequent missing data occurs. In the same way if a parent or a subsidiary firm in 
sample disappears from database, we replace it with returns time-series of the matched-firm. In the second approach we 
use as benchmark the firm’s country market index. With this approach, missing stock return data for firms in sample are 
replaced with country market index returns from that point on.   
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accordinglyȱ theȱ tȬstatistics.ȱ Ourȱ findings,ȱ however,ȱ differȱ fromȱMitchellȱ andȱ Staffordȱ

(2000).ȱ First,ȱ weȱ uncoverȱ anȱ averageȱ negativeȱ crossȬcorrelationȱ betweenȱ individualȱ

BHARsȱ ofȱ parentȬfirmsȱ (Ȭ0.007),ȱ andȱ aȱ slightlyȱ positiveȱ crossȬcorrelationȱ betweenȱ

individualȱBHARsȱofȱspinȬoffȱfirmsȱ(0.005).ȱSecond,ȱbyȱapplyingȱtheȱproposedȱcorrectionȱ

method,ȱ tȬstatisticsȱbecomeȱalmostȱ twoȱ timesȱhigherȱ inȱ theȱcaseȱofȱparentsȱBHARs,ȱandȱ

aboutȱ 19%ȱ lowerȱ forȱ subsidiaries22.ȱOurȱ findingsȱ showȱ thatȱ similarȱ corporateȱ eventsȱ inȱ

internationalȱmarketsȱ areȱ lessȱ likelyȱ toȱ beȱ clusteredȱ byȱ industryȱ andȱ byȱ time,ȱ andȱ theȱ

assumptionȱ ofȱ eventȱ independenceȱ isȱ reasonableȱ andȱ wouldȱ notȱ significantlyȱ affectȱ

standardȱstatisticalȱinference.ȱ

Empiricalȱ resultsȱonȱ longȱ termȱabnormalȱ returnsȱ forȱEuropeanȱparentȬfirmsȱ andȱ

subsidiaryȬfirmsȱfollowingȱtheȱspinȬoffȱhighlightȱthreeȱrelevantȱfindings:ȱ1)ȱpositiveȱlongȬ

termȱ stockȱ returnsȱ areȱ attributableȱ toȱ spunȬoffȱ units;ȱ parentsȱ ofȱ spinȬoffsȱ typicallyȱ

underperformȱbenchmarksȱunlessȱtheyȱareȱmergedȱorȱtakenȱover;ȱ2)ȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱ

subsidiariesȱ andȱ unitsȱ relatedȱ toȱ parent’sȱ businessȱ activityȱ areȱ theȱ spinȬoffsȱ whichȱ

generateȱhigherȱandȱhighlyȱsignificantȱabnormalȱreturnsȱ inȱ theȱ longȱ term;ȱ3)ȱatȱ theȱproȬ

formaȱ combinedȱ firmȬlevelȱ theȱ transactionsȱwhichȱ earnȱ higherȱ (andȱ someȱ statisticallyȱ

significant)ȱabnormalȱreturnsȱareȱthoseȱthatȱseparateȱanȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱsubsidiary.ȱ

Ourȱevidenceȱdiffersȱ fromȱpastȱUSȱ studiesȱwhichȱ findȱ thatȱeitherȱ focusȬincreasingȱ spinȬ

offsȱ(e.g.ȱDaleyȱetȱal.ȱ(1997)ȱandȱDesaiȬJainȱ(1999))ȱorȱtakeoversȱofȱeitherȱtheȱparentȱorȱtheȱ

subsidiaryȱ(Cusatisȱetȱal.ȱȱ(1993))ȱareȱtheȱspinȬoffȱtransactionsȱwhichȱgenerateȱhigherȱlongȬ

termȱ stockȱ returns.ȱ Theȱ interestingȱ empiricalȱ resultȱ whichȱ emergesȱ fromȱ longȬtermȱ

abnormalȱreturnsȱtestsȱisȱtheȱclearȱconsistencyȱofȱBHARsȱevidenceȱandȱtheȱfindingsȱusingȱ

theȱcalendarȬtimeȱportfolioȱregressionȱapproach.ȱȱȱ

IV.H.ȱSPINȬOFFȱFIRMSȱLONGȱTERMȱOPERATINGȱPERFORMANCEȱ

Previousȱsectionȱshowsȱthatȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱsubsidiariesȱandȱunitsȱoperatingȱ

inȱ theȱparentȱ industryȱareȱ theȱ spinȬoffsȱwhichȱoutperformȱ inȱ theȱ longȱ runȱ riskȬadjustedȱ

benchmarks.ȱ Thisȱ sectionȱ exploresȱ twoȱ issues:ȱ 1)ȱ whetherȱ postȬspinoffȱ efficiencyȱ

improvementsȱ areȱ alsoȱ evidentȱ atȱ operatingȱ level;ȱ 2)ȱ whetherȱmeasuresȱ ofȱ longȬtermȱ

operatingȱperformanceȱareȱconsistentȱwithȱresultsȱofȱlongȬtermȱstockȱreturns.ȱWeȱcomputeȱ

twoȱmeasuresȱ ofȱ operatingȱperformance,ȱ andȱ ourȱmethodologyȱ followȱ earlyȱ studiesȱ ofȱ

postȱ spinȬoffȱoperatingȱperformanceȱ (e.g.,ȱDaleyȱ etȱ al.ȱ (1997)ȱandȱDesaiȱandȱ Jainȱ (1999),ȱ

                                                           
22 Specifically, only three t-statistics of spin-off individual BHARs reduce their level of significance from 1% to 5%.   
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andȱ incorporatesȱ theȱ suggestionsȱ ofȱmethodologicalȱ papersȱ suchȱ asȱ Barberȱ andȱ Lyonȱ

(1996)ȱandȱLieȱ(2001).23ȱȱ

Ourȱmainȱfindingsȱareȱsummarizedȱasȱfollows:ȱ24ȱa)ȱparentȬfirmsȱdoȱnotȱshowȱanyȱ

improvementȱinȱoperatingȱperformanceȱafterȱtheȱspinȬoffȱisȱcompleted.ȱThisȱresultȱholdsȱ

usingȱ eitherȱ benchmarkȱ andȱ adoptingȱ differentȱ statisticalȱmethods;ȱ b)ȱ subsidiaryȬfirmsȱ

showȱstatisticallyȱsignificantȱimprovementsȱinȱoperatingȱperformance,ȱstartingȱinȱtheȱspinȬ

offȱ completionȱ year.ȱ Theȱ subsidiaryȱ operatingȱ efficientȱ improvementsȱ areȱ statisticallyȱ

higherȱ thanȱ controlȱ firms’ȱ andȱmedianȱ industryȱ levels.ȱOfȱ variousȱ groupsȱ ofȱ spinȬoffȱ

firms,ȱnonȬfocusingȱandȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱsubsidiariesȱareȱthoseȱthatȱshowȱtheȱhigherȱ

andȱ mostlyȱ significantȱ levelsȱ ofȱ abnormalȱ operatingȱ performance.ȱ Forȱ theseȱ twoȱ

subgroupsȱofȱcorporateȱspinȬoffs,ȱit’sȱinterestingȱtoȱnoticeȱtheȱclearȱlinkȱbetweenȱlongȱtermȱ

excessȱstockȱreturnsȱandȱconcurrentȱfundamentalȱ(accounting)ȱperformance.ȱTheseȱresultsȱ

areȱ inȱ contrastȱwithȱ findingsȱofȱ earlyȱUSȱ studiesȱofȱ corporateȱ spinȬoffsȱwhereȱ theȱonlyȱ

subgroupȱ ofȱ transactionsȱwhichȱ showedȱ significantlyȱ improvedȱ operatingȱ performanceȱ

afterȱaȱspinȬoffȱ isȱtheȱfocusȬincreasingȱoneȱ(e.g.ȱDaleyȱetȱal.ȱ(1997)ȱandȱDesaiȬJainȱ(1999)).ȱ

Furthermore,ȱourȱresultsȱshowȱthatȱsignificantȱoperatingȱperformanceȱimprovementsȱareȱ

generatedȱonlyȱatȱtheȱsubsidiaryȱlevelȱandȱnotȱwithinȱparentȬfirms.ȱ

ȱ

V. CONCLUSIONSȱȱ

Thisȱ studyȱ helpsȱ toȱ increaseȱ ourȱ understandingȱ ofȱ theȱ decisionȱ toȱ spinȬoffȱ aȱ

subsidiaryȱ andȱ theȱ economicȱ consequencesȱ ofȱ spinȬoffs.ȱ Weȱ documentȱ thatȱ spinȬoffȱ

decisionsȱ inȱEuropeȱ areȱ oftenȱ triggeredȱ byȱ firm’sȱ governanceȱ earthȬquakes,ȱ suchȱ asȱ anȱ

appointmentȱofȱaȱnewȱCEOȱorȱaȱtakeoverȱthreat.ȱTheseȱfindingsȱindicateȱthatȱevenȱinȱlessȱ

activeȱmarketsȱ forȱmergersȱandȱcorporateȱrestructuring,ȱbreakȬupȱdecisionsȱareȱenforcedȱ

byȱtheȱmonitoringȱactivityȱofȱoutsideȱinvestorsȱandȱcapitalȱmarkets.ȱOurȱempiricalȱstudyȱ

hasȱshownȱthatȱaȱsignificantȱcomponentȱofȱstockȱpriceȱappreciationȱobservedȱaroundȱspinȬ

offȱ announcementȱ dateȱ isȱ drivenȱ byȱ theȱ reverseȱ ofȱ previousȱ diversifyingȱmergers.ȱAnȱ

                                                           
23 The two measures of operating performance are the ratio of operating cash flow to the average of beginning- and 
ending-period book value of total assets (ROA) and the ratio of operating cash flow to total sales (ROS). To control 
for macroeconomic and industry effects we adjust both ROA and ROS using two different benchmarks: a) matched 
control-firm, and b) median industry operating performance. Matched control-firm is identified in the same way as 
described in section III.B. The median industry operating performance is obtained by selecting all European firms 
with the same 2-digit SIC code and computing the median operating performance within the subset of firms with the 
closest market value of equity (+/- 30%).   
24 To save space we do not present tables reporting BHARs results, but they are available from the authors upon 
request.  
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implicationȱofȱourȱresearchȱ isȱthatȱcareȱshouldȱbeȱusedȱ inȱspinȬoffȱstudiesȱbyȱ identifyingȱ

theȱsubsidiary’sȱorigin;ȱaȱcharacteristicȱ thatȱappearsȱ toȱbeȱmoreȱrelevantȱthanȱclassifyingȱ

spunȬoffȱ unitsȱ intoȱ focusȬincreasingȱ andȱ nonȬfocusȬincreasing.ȱ ȱ Finally,ȱweȱ showȱ thatȱ

longȬrunȱefficiencyȱimprovementȱofȱspinȬoffsȱisȱgeneratedȱmostlyȱbyȱinternallyȱdevelopedȱ

subsidiariesȱ andȱ parentȬrelatedȱ unitsȱ (nonȬfocusing).ȱ Theseȱ findingsȱ contrastȱ theȱ USȱ

evidenceȱwhereȱfocusȬincreasingȱspinȬoffsȱandȱspinȬoffsȱ involvedȱ inȱsubsequentȱmergersȱ

areȱthoseȱshowingȱsignificantȱvalueȱcreationȱandȱefficiencyȱimprovements.ȱȱ

Inȱ summary,ȱ ourȱ studyȱ showsȱ thatȱ corporateȱ spinȬoffsȱ couldȱ beȱ successfulȱ

transactionsȱ whenȱ theȱ parentȬfirmȱ isȱ divestingȱ anȱ internallyȱ developedȱ unit,ȱ andȱ weȱ

suggestȱthatȱourȱresultsȱareȱconsistentȱwithȱtheȱgrowingȱviewȱthatȱfirm’sȱcorporateȱcultureȱ

andȱ individualȱmanagers’ȱ styleȱ canȱplayȱ anȱ importantȱ roleȱ inȱ corporateȱbehaviourȱ andȱ

economicȱperformance.ȱȱ
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Table 1 
Descriptive Statistics of Sample 

This table is a description of the sample of 97 spin-offs announced and completed from January 1989 to June 2005 in twelve European countries. Spin-offs were first 
identified from Thomson ONE Banker Mergers and Acquisition Database and confirmed by searching Lexis-Nexis and national newspapers databases. The sample 
excludes spin-offs undertaken by parent-firms in regulated and financial industries. Market value and accounting data is obtained from DataStream. Panel A reports 
spinoff-parent firm’s country of incorporation and selected statistics. Median Rel. Size is the median of the ratio of spin-off and parent-firm market values at the end of the 
month following completion date. Days to completion is the median number of days elapsing from spin-off announcement to ex-date. Non-Focus / Focus classification 
shows the number of spin-offs with the same / different 2-digit primary SIC code of the parent-firm. Internal Growth / Prev. Acquired split shows the number of spin-off 
subsidiaries that originated from the parent itself / were acquired by the parent-firm before the spin-off announcement.. Median MV refers to parent firm market value and 
is taken at the end of the month preceding the spin-off announcement date. Panel B presents descriptive statistics of selected financial variables for parent-firms and spin-
offs and their control firms matched by geographic area, industry (2-digit SIC Code), size (within 70%-130% of parent’s firm market value), and book-to-market that 
didn’t undertake a spin-off in the five year period centered on the spin-off completion year. We define three geographic areas across Europe: 1) UK and Ireland; 2) Nordic 
Countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden); and 3) Continental Europe (Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, and The Netherlands).. Market value is 
taken at the end of the month preceding the spin-off announcement date. B/M is the book-to-market ratio and is computed as the ratio of net tangible assets over market 
value. Operating income is total sales minus cost of goods sold and other expenses, before depreciation and amortization, and is measured as a ratio relative to the total 
assets. Investment ratio equals to the ratio of firm capital investment to total sales. Leverage is measured as the ratio of all debt to total assets. Residual standard deviation 
is the dispersion of the market-adjusted daily stock returns in the spin-off pre-announcement period (days -220,..,-21, where day 0 is the announcement day). Panel C 
reports summary statistics of the number of segments, Herfindahl index, Tobin’s Q and the value of diversification discount for a sample of multi-segment parent-firms 
and matched control firms. Year t-1 is the year before the spinoff announcement, whereas year t0 refers to the spinoff completion year. Diversification discount/premium 
is computed as in Berger and Ofek (1995) by estimating the difference between the market value of the diversified firm and the sum of the imputed value of all the firm’s 
segments, based on the sales-multiplier valuation method of the stand-alone firms. Significance of differences across groups is measured using a t-statistic for means and 
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for medians (p-values reported in brackets).All value figures are million of 2005 Euros, using the EU-15 CPI index from DataStream.   

Panel A: Distribution of the Sample by Country  

 Belgium Denmark Finland Germany Ireland Italy Netherlands Norwa
y Spain Swede

n Switzerland UK Total 

Total Number 5 2 1 3 4 5 2 3 1 15 4 52 97 
Median Rel. 
Size (%) 17 27 82 6 58 64 52 27 5 19 29 33 31 

Days to 
Completion 112 291 253 339 117 132 225 129 46 111 167 110 125 

Non-Focus / 
Focus 3 / 2 2 / 0 0 / 1 2 / 1 1 / 3 2 / 3 0 / 2 3 / 0 0 / 1 3 / 12 2 / 2 18 / 34 36 / 61 

Internal Growth/ 
Prev. Acquired 5 / 0 2 / 0 0 / 1 2 / 1 4 / 0 5 / 0 2 / 0 3 / 0 1 / 0 11 / 4 4 / 0 34 / 18 73 / 24 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Panel B. Summary Statistics of Parents, Spin-offs and Control Firms 

 Parent firms  Control  firms 

Mean Median N  Mean Median N 

Market Value of Equity (€M) 7260.7 1078.1 97  6930.4   793.3 97 

Total Assets (€M) 6414.2 1256.7 95  7490.1 1175.5 95 

Total Sales (€M) 4732.0 1649.7 95  5639.1 1191.2 95 

B/M ratio     0.72     0.42 90      0.60     0.49 89 

Operating Income ratio     0.06     0.07 95      0.07     0.08 94 

Investment ratio     0.26     0.05 94      0.21     0.03 86 

R&D to Sales ratio, %     1.61     0.00 95      1.43     0.00 95 

Leverage     0.25     0.24 94      0.22     0.22 94 

Residual Standard Deviation     0.02     0.02 97      0.02     0.02 97 

 
 

Spinoff firms  Control  firms 

Mean Median N  Mean Median N 

Market Value of Equity (€M) 1251.2 235.9 89  1047.9 214.7 89 

Total Assets (€M) 2060.6 344.0 80  2116.2 369.3 78 

Total Sales (€M) 1334.0 386.4 79  1837.2 247.7 76 

B/M ratio     0.78   0.52 76      0.69  0.54 75 

Operating Income ratio     0.06   0.07 78     0.04  0.07 77 

Investment ratio     0.22   0.05 75      0.21  0.05 71 

R&D to Sales ratio, %     0.69   0.00 78      1.18  0.00 72 

Leverage     0.25   0.22 80      0.21  0.20 76 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Panel C. Multi-Segment Parent-Firms and Control-Firms’ Statistics 

 
Year Statistics Parent-Firms  Control Firms 

Obs. Value Obs. Value 

Number of 
segments 

t-1 
mean 63 3.19  55 2.42 
median 63 3.00  55 2.00 

t0 
mean 58 2.57  49 2.24 
median 58 2.00  49 2.00 

 Diff. in means 
[medians], p-

l
 0.006 [0.001]   0.456 [0.423] 

Herfindahl 
index  

t-1 
mean 63 0.30  55 0.52 
median 63 0.20  55 0.51 

t0 
mean 58 0.50  49 0.57 
median 58 0.43  49 0.54 

 Diff. in means 
[medians], p-

l
 0.001 [0.002]   0.479 [0.553] 

Tobin’s Q 

t-1 
mean 63 1.69  63 1.70 
median 63 1.34  63 1.31 

t0 
mean 58 1.50  58 1.75 
median 58 1.23  58 1.38 

 Diff. in means 
[medians], p-
value

 0.281 [0.211]   0.800 [0.749] 

Diversificatio
n Discount (-
) Premium 
(+)  
(%) 

t-1 
mean 50 -40.2  38 -4.1 
median 50 -22.1  38 0.2 

t0 
mean 48 -28.5  31 -0.1 
median 48 -30.0  31 2.3 

 Diff. in means 
[medians], p-

l
 0.522 [0.779]   0.366  [0.645] 
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Table 2 
Corporate Control and Capital Structure events of Parent Firms 

This table shows the total number and frequency of corporate control and capital structure events 
reported by the parent-firms announcing and completing spin-offs from January 1989 to June 2005 in 
twelve European countries and by matched control-firms. The period extends from the 12 months before 
the spin-off announcement month until 1 month after that announcement and the news search uses data 
from Lexis-Nexis and national newspapers databases. Control firms are matched by geographic area, 
industry, size, and book-to-market within firms that either didn’t undertake a spin-off or originated from 
a spin-off in the five-year period centered at the spin-off completion year. We define three geographic 
areas across Europe: 1) UK and Ireland; 2) Nordic Countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden); 
3) Continental Europe (Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, and The Netherlands). Significance 
of mean-differences across groups is measured using a t-statistic.  
 

 

Parent firms  Control  firms  Mean-diff. 

Obs. in % Obs. in %  p-value
Management/Board turnover   
Turnover of CEO 32 33.33  10 10.42  0.01 
Turnover of Board Chairman & President 19 19.79 19 19.79  1.00

Outside Shareholder Pressure   
Merger and/or controlling acquisition 
attempt 18 18.75 3  3.13  0.00
Activism by outside investors 13 13.54   6   6.25  0.09 
New block-holder 12 12.50 10 10.42  0.65

Management Compensation   
New compensation plan  5   5.21   1 1.04  0.09 

Financial Distress        
Dividend cut 17 17.71 10 10.42  0.15
Debt restructuring and/or refinancing  6   6.25  2   2.08  0.15 
Liquidation 1  1.04 0  0.00  0.32

Restructuring and/or divestment activity   
Restructuring or divesting a division 57 59.38  23 23.96  0.00 

Capital Structure Changes        
New debt issue 12 12.50 16 16.67  0.42
New equity issue 11 11.46  14 14.58  0.52 

Summary        
At least on external control event 81 84.38 58 60.42  0.00
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Table 3 

Logit Regressions for the Determinants of the Spinoff Decision 
This table provides the results of Logit regressions with the spinoff indicator (taking value of one for parent firms and zero for the control firms) as the dependent variable. The 
sample consists of 97 parent-firms and 97 control-firms. Parent-firms announced and completed a spin-off from January 1989 to June 2005 in twelve European countries. Spin-
offs were first identified from Thomson ONE Banker Mergers and Acquisition Database and confirmed by searching Lexis-Nexis and national newspapers databases. The 
sample excludes spin-offs undertaken by parent-firms in regulated and financial industries. Control-firms are identified by matching firms by geographic area, industry, market 
value, and book-to-market ratio ROA (Return on Assets) is measured as the ratio of operating income (total sales minus cost of goods sold and other expenses, before 
depreciation and amortization) over total assets in the year before spin-off announcement date. HERFINDAHL index in the year before the announcement of the spin-off is 
computed as the sum of squares of each segment’s sales revenue as a proportion of total sales revenue. SALES GROWTH is the average of three-year period before spin-off 
announcement date of the annual change in total sales. R&D is the average of three-year period before spin-off announcement date of the ratio of R&D expenses over total 
sales. CEO CHANGE is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the firm experienced a CEO Turnover in the year before the spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise. 
COMPENSATION PLAN is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the firm experienced a change in Management and Board compensation plans in the year before the spin-off 
announcement date and zero otherwise. TAKEOVER THREAT is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the firm experienced a merger and/or controlling acquisition attempt in the 
year before the spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise. ANALYSTS FORECAST is the forecast error of mean analyst estimate of firm earnings per share (source: 
I/B/E/S/) in the year preceding the spin-off announcement date. DIVERSIFICATION VALUE is computed as in Berger and Ofek (1995) by estimating the difference between 
the market value of the firm and the sum of the imputed value of all the firm’s segments, based on the sales multiplier valuation method of the stand-alone firms. 
DIVESTITURES is the number of asset sales completed in the year preceding the spin-off announcement date. ACQUISITIONS is the number of acquisitions completed in the 
year preceding the spin-off announcement date. The Ȥ2 statistics (log-likelihood ratio) tests the null hypothesis that all the coefficients of the independent variables (except the 
constant) are equal to zero. Heteroskedasticity-consistent (White, 1980) standard errors are in parentheses under the parameter estimates. *, **, *** denote significance level, 
respectively, at the 10%, 5%, and 1%. 
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Table 3 (Cont.) 
 Dependent Variable: Spin-off indicator 

Regression (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

CONSTANT 0.319 
(0.345) 

    0.619** 
(0.325) 

  0.553* 
(0.331) 

0.211 
(0.449) 

0.060 
(0.600) 

0.530 
(0.346) 

0.586 
(0.328) 

ROA -2.045 
(1.290) 

-2.162* 
(1.245) 

 -2.180* 
(1.304) 

-0.469 
(2.143) 

-0.382 
(2.776) 

 -2.031* 
(1.228) 

 -2.031* 
(1.228) 

HERFINDAHL -0.718* 
(0.442) 

 -0.802* 
(0.445) 

    -0.941** 
(0.456) 

-0.623 
(0.496) 

0.251 
(0.919) 

-0.714 
(0.448) 

 -0.746* 
(0.443) 

SALES GROWTH 0.909 
(1.245) 

0.997 
(1.234) 

0.784 
(1.250) 

1.503 
(1.487) 

2.298 
(2.319) 

1.053 
(1.246) 

0.802 
(1.225) 

CEO CHANGE       1.416*** 
(0.449)       

COMPENSATION PLAN  1.504 
(1.217)      

TAKEOVER THREAT         2.250*** 
(0.769)     

ANALYSTS FORECAST    2.712 
(1.978)    

DIVERSIFICATION VALUE      -0.486* 
(0.281)   

DIVESTITURES      0.119 
(0.130)  

ACQUISITIONS       0.227 
(0.226) 

Number of observations 154 154 154 135 85 154 154 
Pseudo-R2 0.077 0.034 0.082 0.029 0.035 0.029 0.029 

LR-Test (Ȥ2 ) p-value 0.002 0.124 0.001 0.241 0.398 0.191 0.180 
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Table 4 

Spin-off Announcement-period Cumulative Abnormal Stock 
Returns 

This table shows cumulative abnormal stock returns over a 3-day interval (-1,0,+1) around the day of 
spin-off announcement for a sample of 97 spin-offs announced and completed from January 1989 to 
June 2005 in twelve European countries. Spin-off announcement date was first identified from 
Thomson ONE Banker Mergers and Acquisition Database and confirmed by searching Lexis-Nexis 
and national newspapers databases. The sample excludes spin-offs undertaken by parent-firms in 
regulated and financial industries. Abnormal stock returns are computed based on one-factor market 
model residuals as in Brown and Warner (1985) estimated from day -220 to -21. Market model 
estimated parameters are adjusted using the Scholes-Williams (1977) procedure to take into account 
non-synchronous trading. Focus/Non-Focus classification shows the number of spin-offs with the 
different/same 2-digit primary SIC code of the parent-firm. Internally developed/Previously acquired 
classification shows the number of spin-offs which originated from parent-firm’s internal 
growth/from parent-firm’s past acquisition. Parent (or Subsidiary) M&A/no M&A within 3-year 
classification shows the number of parent-firms (or subsidiary-firms) which were either merged or 
involved in a full control acquisition/neither merged nor were acquired within the 3-year period 
following the spin-off completion month. Tests of significance (Z-statistic) of abnormal returns are 
done using the Dodd and Warner (1983) method of aggregating standardized abnormal returns. The 
significance of the difference in means and medians is assessed using the t-test adjusted for difference 
in sample variances and a nonparametric median test respectively. *, **, *** denote significance level 
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. Percentage of positive values is tested for significance using a 
binomial test. Announcement value-added creation is estimated by multiplying total market value of 
equity of the parent-firm at the end of month before the announcement date times the respective 3-day 
cumulative abnormal stock returns. The results are similar over (-1,0), (-2,+2) and (-5,+5) windows.    
   

Spin-off classification N Mean Median Diff. in 
means  

Diff. in 
medians 

%  
positive 

Whole sample 97 0.048*** 0.027***   64.9***

Focus 61 0.057*** 0.022***   0.024*   0.022 62.3** 
Non-focus 36 0.033* 0.044*** 69.4**

Internally developed 73 0.037*** 0.022***   -0.042** -0.024 64.4*** 
Previously acquired 24 0.079*** 0.046***   66.7** 

Internally developed only:  
-Focus 43 0.036*** 0.013**   -0.005 -0.031 58.1 
-Non-focus 30 0.041*** 0.044*** 73.3***

Previously acquired only:   
-Focus 18 0.107*** 0.050***   0.112**  0.027 72.0*** 
-Non-focus 6   -0.005 0.023 50.0 

Parent M&A within 3-year 13 0.036 0.023 -0.014 -0.005 61.5 
No parent M&A 84 0.050*** 0.028***   65.5*** 

Subsidiary M&A within 3-year 15 0.060** 0.041**   0.014  0.016 66.7 
No subsidiary M&A  82 0.046*** 0.025*** 64.6***
Announcement Value-added 
creation (2005 €M) 97 26.8 8.3    
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Table 5 

Mulitivariate Tests of Spin-off Announcement-period Excess 
Returns 

This table presents OLS regressions to explain parent-firms excess returns around the 
announcement date of a spin-off for a sample of 97 parent-firms that completed a spin-off from 
January 1989 to June 2005 in twelve European countries. Spin-offs and their announcement dates 
were first identified from Thomson ONE Banker Mergers and Acquisition Database and 
confirmed by searching Lexis-Nexis and national newspapers databases. The sample excludes 
spin-offs undertaken by parent-firms in regulated and financial industries. The dependent variable 
is the cumulative abnormal stock returns over a three-day interval (-1,0,+1) around the day of 
spin-off announcement. Abnormal stock returns are computed based on one-factor market model 
residuals as in Brown and Warner (1985) estimated from day -220 to -21. Market model estimated 
parameters are adjusted using the Scholes-Williams (1977) procedure to take into account non-
synchronous trading. The independent variables are as follows: RELSIZE is the ratio of the 
subsidiary-firm market value to parent-firm market value; FOCUS is a dummy that takes the value 
1 if the spun-off subsidiary 2-digit primary SIC code is different from the parent-firm’s main SIC 
code and zero otherwise; FOCUS PASTACQU is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the spun-off 
subsidiary has a different 2-digit primary SIC code of the parent-firm and it originated from 
parent-firm’s past acquisition and zero otherwise; PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED is a dummy that 
takes the value 1 if the spun-off subsidiary originated from parent-firm’s past acquisition and zero 
otherwise; Q-PARENT INDUSTRY is median Tobin’s Q of all Western Europe firms with equal 
two-digit SIC codes to parent-firms and the end-of-month- before announcement date, and it is 
defined as the ratio of market value of equity plus book value of total assets less book value of 
equity and over book value of total assets; Q-SPINOFF INDUSTRY is median Tobin’s Q of all 
Western Europe firms with equal two-digit SIC codes to subsidiary-firms and the end-of-month- 
before announcement date, and it is defined as the ratio of market value of equity plus book value 
of total assets less book value of equity and over book value of total assets; HERFINDAHL is the 
Herfindahl index before the announcement date and it is computed as the sum of squares of each 
segment’s sales revenue as a proportion of total sales revenue; RESIDUAL STD is the residual 
standard deviation of the market-model adjusted daily stock returns in the spin-off estimation 
period (-220 to -21); ANALYST STD FORECAST is the standard deviation of all parent-firms 
earnings forecasts (from IBES) in the month preceding the spin-off announcement date;  PARENT 
MERGER DUMMY is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the parent-firm merged or has been 
involved in a full control acquisition within the 3-year period following the spin-off completion 
month and zero otherwise; SPINOFF MERGER DUMMY is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the 
subsidiary-firm merged or has been involved in a full control acquisition within the 3-year period 
following the spin-off completion month and zero otherwise; PARENT MERGRESTR is the ratio 
of corporate control transactions (mergers, acquisitions and buyouts) reported in the Thomson One 
Banker Mergers and Acquisitions database for all Western Europe firms with same two-digit SIC 
codes of parent-firms over the grand total of European corporate control transaction in the twelve 
months before spin-off announcement date; SPINOFF MERGRESTR is the ratio of corporate 
control transactions (mergers, acquisitions and buyouts) reported in the Thomson One Banker 
Mergers and Acquisitions database for all Western Europe firms with same two-digit SIC codes of 
subsidiary-firms over the grand total of European corporate control transaction in the twelve 
months before spin-off announcement date; ANTIDIRECTOR RIGHTS is an index aggregating 
shareholders rights in the parent-firm country and it is computed following La Porta et al. (1998);  
GOVERNANCE CHANGES is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the parent-firm experienced 
either a Management/Board Turnover, or an Outside shareholder pressure or a change in 
management compensation plans as reported in Panel G of Table 1 in the 13-month period around 
spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise; COUNTRY DUMMY-Nordic is a dummy that 
takes the value 1 if the parent-firm country of incorporation is either Denmark, Finland, Norway 
or Sweden and zero otherwise; COUNTRY DUMMY-UK & Ireland is a dummy that takes the 
value 1 if the parent-firm country of incorporation is either United Kingdom or Ireland and zero 
otherwise. The t-statistics for the regression coefficients are reported in brackets and use the 
heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors of White’s (1980). *, **, *** denote significance 
level, respectively, at the 10%, 5%, and 1%.   
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Table 5 (Cont.) 

 
 Predicted 

sign    (1)    (2)    (3)    (4)    (5) 

INTERCEPT 
 

 -0.006 
[-0.41] 

 0.049 
[0.82] 

-0.053 
[-1.57]  

-0.054** 
[-1.93] 

-0.028 
[-0.52]  

RELSIZE +  0.072** 
[1.97] 

  0.103** 
[2.48]   

 0.097*** 
[2.40] 

 0.094*** 
[2.59] 

FOCUS +  0.015 
[0.78] 

-0.000 
[-0.15] 

 0.023 
[1.27] 

   

FOCUS  
PASTACQU 

+     0.063* 
[1.73] 

 0.066** 
[2.21] 

PREVIOUSLY  
ACQUIRED  

+  0.009 
[0.37] 

 0.001 
[0.53] 

    

Q-PARENT  
INDUSTRY 

+  -0.041 
[-1.18] 

  -0.022 
[-0.76] 

Q-SPINOFF  
INDUSTRY 

+   0.022 
[0.92] 

  -0.012 
[-0.57] 

HERFINDAHL -    -0.018 
[-0.70] 

 

RESIDUAL STD +     1.083 
[0.83] 

 2.457** 
[2.02] 

 3.189*** 
[2.77] 

ANALYSTS  
STD FORECAST 

+  0.001*** 
[4.45] 

-0.001 
[-0.22] 

   

PARENT  
MERGER DUMMY 

+ -0.032 
[1.61] 

  -0.008 
[-0.33] 

  

SPINOFF  
MERGER DUMMY 

+  0.028* 
[1.76] 

   0.006 
[0.30] 

  

PARENT  
MERGRESTR 

+  -0.003* 
 [-1.85] 

      

SPINOFF  
MERGRESTR 

+   0.002 
[0.81] 

      

ANTIDIRECTOR  
RIGHTS 

+   0.002 
[0.49] 

 0.008 
[1.58] 

 0.005 
[1.06] 

 0.005 
[0.97] 

GOVERNANCE  
CHANGES 

+ -0.008 
[-0.49] 

   -0.008 
[-0.44] 

COUNTRY  
DUMMY-NORDIC 

 -0.005 
[-0.30] 

       

COUNTRY  
DUMMY-UK 

 -0.002 
[-0.11] 

       

Number of observations     73    67    97     82     88 
Adjusted R2  (%)    7.1  -2.6   7.9  17.6  20.9 
F-test p-value  0.13 0.61    0.04 0.001  <0.001 
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Table 6 
Calendar-time Portfolio Regressions for Parent-firms 

tppptftMpptftp HMLhSMBsrRbarR ,,,,, )( H����� �   
This table presents calendar-time portfolio regressions using Fama-French (1993) three-factor model over the period after spin-off completion month for a sample of parent-
firms that completed spinoffs from January 1989 to June 2005 in twelve European countries. Sample firms are included in a particular monthly portfolio from the month 
following (t+1) the spin-off completion month (t= ex-month), and the time series of calendar-time portfolio returns is from January 1993 to October 2006. MR is the return 
on the value-weighted  index of Europe in month t computed by Morgan Stanley International. tfr ,  is the 1-month Germany-EU Deutsche mark interest rate, observed at 
the beginning of the month and is obtained from DataStream (Series ECWGM1M). SMB  is the return on small firms index minus the return on large firms index in month t 
and it is computed as the difference between the Morgan Stanley International Europe Small Cap and the Morgan Stanley International Europe. HML is the return on value 
stocks index minus the return on growth stocks index in month t and it is computed as the difference between the Morgan Stanley International Europe Value and the Morgan 
Stanley International Europe Growth. Where required, index and stock returns have been converted in Euro using Datastream exchange rate series. In regression model (1), 
the dependent variable is the excess return of the equally weighted portfolio of sample firms, fEWp rR �)( . In regression model (2), the dependent variable is the excess return 
of the value weighted portfolio of sample firms, fVWp rR �)( , using total market value at the beginning of the month. The t-statistics for the regression coefficients are reported 
in brackets and use the heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors of White’s (1980). All significant intercepts at 5% or better are marked in bold.  
 

  
 

OBS 

Average 
number of 

firms in 
portfolio 

Regression 
Model 

 

 
Constant 

iâ  

Europe Market 
Excess Return 

ib̂  
 

Europe Small-
Minus-Big Return 

iŝ  

Europe High-
Minus-Low Return 

iĥ  

Adjusted 
2R  

(%) 

 
Panel A:  
All Parent-firms  
 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

34.4 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.005 

[2.473] 
 

0.005 
[2.028] 

 

 
0.936 

[18.064] 
 

0.836 
[12.003] 

 

 
0.534 

[7.034] 
 

0.205 
[2.132] 

 

 
-0.220 

[-2.535] 
 

-0.029 
[-0.280] 

 

 
71.7 

 
 

58.9 

 
Panel B1:  
Focus-
increasing 
Parent-firms 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

23.2 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.004 

[1.768] 
 

0.005 
[1.849] 

 

 
0.938 

[15.300] 
 

1.007 
[13.539] 

 

 
0.536 

[6.180] 
 

0.264 
[2.732] 

 

 
-0.251 

[-2.457] 
 

-0.265 
[-2.249] 

 

 
68.4 

 
 

61.4 
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Table 6 (cont.) 

 
  

 
OBS 

Average 
number of 

firms in 
portfolio 

Regression 
Model 

 

 
Constant 

iâ  

Europe Market 
Excess Return 

ib̂  

Europe Small-
Minus-Big Return 

iŝ  

Europe High-
Minus-Low Return 

iĥ  

Adjusted 
2R  

(%) 

 
Panel B2:  
Non- 
Focus-
increasing 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

11.2 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.008 

[2.144] 
 

0.006 
[1.723] 

 

 
0.882 

[13.265] 
 

0.669 
[6.919] 

 

 
0.374 

[2.784] 
 

0.112 
[0.804] 

 

 
0.049 

[0.394] 
 

0.345 
[2.357] 

 

 
42.5 

 
 

40.7 

 
Panel C1:  
Internally 
developed 
subsidiary 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

22.8 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.005 

[2.341] 
 

0.005 
[1.724] 

 
1.013 

[22.271] 
 

0.980 
[8.489] 

 

 
0.526 

[6.724] 
 

0.253 
[2.020] 

 
-0.274 

[-3.157] 
 

-0.226 
[-1.416] 

 
71.8 

 
 

54.7 

 
Panel C2:  
Previously 
acquired 
subsidiary 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

11.6 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.004 

[1.493] 
 

0.006 
[1.784] 

 
0.754 

[8.276] 
 

0.585 
[6.468] 

 

 
0.385 

[3.347] 
 

0.055 
[0.451] 

 
0.033 

[0.254] 
 

0.265 
[1.846] 

 
45.6 

 
 

34.5 

 
Panel D:  
No M&A within  
3-year 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

32.3 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.005 

[2.176] 
 

0.004 
[1.544] 

 
0.922 

[18.304] 
 

0.774 
[13.544] 

 

 
0.476 

[6.457] 
 

0.061 
[0.745] 

 
-0.175 

[-1.956] 
 

0.039 
[0.396] 

 
71.2 

 
 

56.9 
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Table 7 
Calendar-time Portfolio Regressions for Subsidiary-firms 

tppptftMpptftp HMLhSMBsrRbarR ,,,,, )( H����� �   
This table presents calendar-time portfolio regressions using Fama-French (1993) three-factor model over the period after spin-off completion month for a sample of spin-offs 
completed from January 1989 to June 2005 in twelve European countries. Sample firms are included in a particular monthly portfolio from the month following (t+1) the 
spin-off completion month (t= ex-month), and the time series of calendar-time portfolio returns is from January 1993 to October 2006. MR is the return on the value-
weighted  index of Europe in month t computed by Morgan Stanley International. tfr ,  is the 1-month Germany-EU Deutsche mark interest rate, observed at the beginning 
of the month and is obtained from DataStream (Series ECWGM1M). SMB  is the return on small firms index minus the return on large firms index in month t and it is 
computed as the difference between the Morgan Stanley International Europe Small Cap and the Morgan Stanley International Europe. HML is the return on value stocks 
index minus the return on growth stocks index in month t and it is computed as the difference between the Morgan Stanley International Europe Value and the Morgan 
Stanley International Europe Growth. Where required, index and stock returns have been converted in Euro using Datastream exchange rate series. In regression model (1), 
the dependent variable is the excess return of the equally weighted portfolio of sample firms, fEWp rR �)( . In regression model (2), the dependent variable is the excess return 
of the value weighted portfolio of sample firms, fVWp rR �)( , using total market value at the beginning of the month. The t-statistics for the regression coefficients are reported 
in brackets and use the heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors of White’s (1980). All significant intercepts at 5% or better are marked in bold.  
 

  
 

OBS 

Average 
number of 

firms in 
portfolio 

Regression 
Model 

 

 
Constant 

iâ  

Europe Market 
Excess Return 

ib̂  
 

Europe Small-
Minus-Big Return 

iŝ  

Europe High-
Minus-Low Return 

iĥ  

Adjusted 
2R  

(%) 

 
Panel A:  
Spin-off  
Whole Sample  

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

34.4 

Model 1-  Equally 
weighted portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  
weighted portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.007 

[3.125] 
 
 

0.012 
[5.674] 

 

 
0.833 

[16.749] 
 
 

0.777 
[16.525] 

 

 
0.678 

[6.846] 
 
 

0.100 
[1.365] 

 

 
-0.233 

[-2.509] 
 
 

-0.106 
[-1.007] 

 

 
67.6 

 
 
 

61.8 

 
Panel B1:  
Focus-increasing 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

23.7 

Model 1-  Equally weighted 
portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  weighted 
portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.004 

[1.621] 
 
 

0.003 
[0.845] 

 

 
0.840 

[14.107] 
 
 

0.666 
[8.665] 

 

 
0.618 

[5.188] 
 
 

0.272 
[1.848] 

 

 
-0.214 

[-1.914] 
 
 

-0.137 
[-0.908] 

 

 
58.9 

 
 
 

32.7 
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Table 7 (cont.) 
 

  
 

OBS 

Average 
number of 

firms in 
portfolio 

Regression 
Model 

 

 
Constant 

iâ  

Europe Market 
Excess Return 

ib̂  
 

Europe Small-
Minus-Big Return 

iŝ  

Europe High-
Minus-Low Return 

iĥ  

Adjusted 
2R  

(%) 

 
Panel B2:  
Non- 
Focus-increasing 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

10.8 

Model 1-  Equally weighted 
portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  weighted 
portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.013 

[4.699] 
 
 

0.016 
[5.250] 

 

 
0.821 

[12.354] 
 
 

0.883 
[10.908] 

 

 
0.786 

[6.357] 
 
 

0.108 
[1.057] 

 

 
-0.279 

[-1.782] 
 
 

-0.182 
[-1.227] 

 

 
57.5 

 
 
 

48.2 

 
Panel C1:  
Internally 
developed 
subsidiary 

 
 
 
 

166 

 
 
 
 

24.0 

Model 1-  Equally weighted 
portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  weighted 
portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.011 

[4.087] 
 
 

0.013 
[5.234] 

 
0.822 

[14.439] 
 
 

0.827 
[14.715] 

 
0.718 

[6.242] 
 
 

0.049 
[0.562] 

 
-0.237 

[-2.385] 
 
 

-0.157 
[-1.252] 

 
58.1 

 
 
 

52.5 

 
Panel C2:  
Previously 
acquired 
subsidiary 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

10.4 

Model 1-  Equally weighted 
portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  weighted 
portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
-0.002 

[-0.497] 
 
 

0.006 
[1.548] 

 
0.843 

[11.455] 
 
 

0.598 
[6.426] 

 

 
0.560 

[4.439] 
 
 

0.216 
[1.303] 

 
-0.179 

[-1.226] 
 
 

0.212 
[1.194] 

 
48.2 

 
 
 

29.2 

 
 
Panel D:  
No M&A within  
3-year 

 
 
 

166 

 
 
 

32.3 

Model 1-  Equally weighted 
portfolio 

fEWp rR �)(  
 
Model 2- Value  weighted 
portfolio 

fVWp rR �)(  

 
0.007 

[2.972] 
 
 

0.011 
[5.512] 

 
0.860 

[16.648] 
 
 

0.824 
[16.396] 

 

 
0.652 

[6.126] 
 
 

0.107 
[1.332] 

 
-0.215 

[-2.255] 
 
 

-0.113 
[-1.021] 

 
67.5 

 
 
 

62.6 
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AppendixȱI.ȱVariablesȱdefinitions.ȱȱȱ

VARIABLE DEFINITION DATA SOURCE 
ACQUISITIONSȱ Total number of acquisitions completed by the firm in the year 

preceding the spin-off announcement date.
Thomson One 
Banker 

ANALYSTS 
FORECAST 

Forecast error of mean analyst estimates of firm’s earnings per 
share in the year preceding the spin-off announcement date. 

I/B/E/S 

ANALYST STD 
FORECASTȱ

Standard deviation of firms’ earnings forecasts in the month 
preceding the spin-off announcement date.

I/B/E/S 

ANTIDIRECTOR 
RIGHTSȱ

Index of aggregated shareholders rights protection for the firm’s 
country of incorporation. 

La Porta et al. (1998) 

CEO CHANGEȱ Dummy that takes value of 1 if the firm experienced a CEO 
turnover in the year before the spin-off announcement date and 
zero otherwise.ȱ

LexisNexis 

COMPENSATION 
PLANȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the firm experienced a change in 
management and board compensation plans in the year before 
the spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise.

LexisNexis 

COUNTRY 
DUMMY-NORDICȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the firm’s country of 
incorporation is either Denmark, Finland, Norway or Sweden 
and zero otherwise.ȱ

Own computations 

COUNTRY 
DUMMY -BRITISHȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the firm’s country of 
incorporation is either United Kingdom or Ireland and zero 
otherwise.ȱ

Own computations 

DIVERSIFICATION 
VALUEȱ

The value of diversification discount computed as in Berger and 
Ofek (1995) by estimating the difference between the market 
value of the firm and the sum of the imputed value of all the 
firm’s segments, based on the sales multiplier valuation method 
of the stand-alone firms.

WorldScope, own 
computations 

DIVESTITURESȱ Total number of asset sales completed by the firm in the year 
preceding the spin-off announcement date.

Thomson One 
Banker 

FOCUSȱ Dummy that takes value of 1 if the spin-off subsidiary’s 2-digit 
primary SIC code is different from the parent-firm’s main SIC 
code and zero otherwise.

Thomson One 
Banker, WorldScope, 
Amadeus 

FOCUS 
PASTACQUȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the spin-off subsidiary has a 
different 2-digit primary SIC code from the parent-firm and is 
originated from parent-firm’s past acquisition and zero 
otherwise.ȱ

Own computations 

GOVERNANCE 
CHANGESȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the parent-firm experienced 
either a Management/Board turnover, or an outside shareholder 
pressure or a change in management compensation plans as 
reported in Panel G of Table 1 in the 13-month period around 
spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise.

LexisNexis 

GROWTHȱ Average annual growth rate of net sales of the company during 
the three years before the spin-off announcement.

DataStream, own 
computations 

HERFINDAHLȱ HERFINDAHL index in the year before the announcement of 
the spin-off computed as the sum of squares of each segment’s 
sales revenue as a proportion of total sales revenue.

WorldScope, own 
computations 

PARENT MERGER 
DUMMYȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the parent-firm merged or has 
been involved in a full-control acquisition within the 3-year 
period following the spin-off completion month and zero 
otherwise.ȱ

LexisNexis 

PARENT 
MERGRESTRȱ

Ratio of total number of corporate control transactions 
(mergers, acquisitions and buyouts) for all Western Europe 
firms with same two-digit SIC codes of parent-firms over total 
number of European corporate control transaction in the twelve 
months before spin-off announcement date.

Thomson One 
Banker 

PREVIOUSLY 
ACQUIREDȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the spin-off subsidiary 
originated from parent-firm’s past acquisition and zero 
otherwise.ȱ

LexisNexis 

Q-PARENT 
INDUSTRYȱ

Median Tobin’s Q of all Western Europe firms with same two-
digit SIC code of the parent-firm at the end of month before 

DataStream, own 
computations 
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announcement date. Tobin’s Q is estimated as the ratio of 
market value of equity plus book value of total assets less book 
value of equity and over book value of total assets.

Q-SPINOFF 
INDUSTRYȱ

Median Tobin’s Q of all Western Europe firms with same two-
digit SIC code of the spin-off subsidiary at the end of month 
before announcement date. Tobin’s Q is estimated as the ratio 
of market value of equity plus book value of total assets less 
book value of equity and over book value of total assets.

DataStream, own 
computations 

R&D Average ratio of R&D expenses over total sales for the three 
years before spin-off announcement date.

DataStream, own 
computations 

RELSIZE Ratio of the subsidiary-firm market value to parent-firm market 
value.ȱ

DataStream, own 
computations 

RELSIZE2 RELSIZE variable squared. Own computations 
RESIDUAL STD Residual standard deviation of the market-model adjusted daily 

stock returns in the spin-off estimation period (-220 to -21).
DataStream, own 
computations 

SEGMENTSȱ Number of segments of the company at 3-digit SIC Code level 
in the year before the announcement of the spin-off.

WorldScope 

SPINOFF MERGER 
DUMMY 

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the subsidiary-firm merged or 
has been involved in a full control acquisition within the 3-year 
period following the spin-off completion month and zero 
otherwise. 

LexisNexis 

SPINOFF 
MERGRESTRȱ

Ratio of total number of corporate control transactions 
(mergers, acquisitions and buyouts) for all Western Europe 
firms with same two-digit SIC codes of spin-off subsidiary over 
total number of European corporate control transaction in the 
twelve months before spin-off announcement date.

Thomson One 
Banker 

STOCK RETURN Total stock return (including cash dividends) net of country 
market index return in the year before spin-off announcement 
date. 

DataStream, own 
computations. 

TAKEOVER 
THREATȱ

Dummy that takes value of 1 if the firm experienced a merger 
and/or controlling acquisition attempt in the year before the 
spin-off announcement date and zero otherwise.

LexisNexis 

 
 


